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Be it the NDA government or UPA sarkar; whether he is Yashwant Sinha, Jaswant Singh or P. Chidambaram, the budgets

presented by the successive Indian Finance Ministers, over the years, sound alike. This is because the budgetary

exercises, year after year, have a common cord running through them and emanating from the US dominated international

financial institutions like World Bank and IMF. And this common cord is of neo-liberal economic reforms, particularly the

tax-reforms. For instance, the World Bank report talks about 12 commandments regarding fiscal reforms to achieve

development goals. These commandments are aimed at reining in expenditure, particularly the wage and pension bill,

improving revenues through more efficient tax systems and better sharing of resources between states and the center.

Similarly look at the statement issued by the International Monetary Fund - If India wants to derive benefits from the

economic reforms then it must reduce fiscal deficit, increase the Tax-GDP ratio, reduce the inflation, make tax regime

logical and make labour laws more flexible.

Now if you look at the Budget presented by P. Chidambaram for the year 2005-06, it is instantly clear that it does reflect

these wishes of the international financial institutions and global corporates. Leave alone critical one, even a cursory

look at the budget makes it amply clear that it has been drafted with the sole motive of giving further push to the neo-

liberal economic agenda of the global corporate finance. For instance, opening the doors of mining and pension sectors

to direct foreign investment, promoting crop diversification at the cost of self-sufficiency in foodgrains, reductions in

customs duties on capital goods, making way for the dismantling of the existing foodgrain procurement mechanism in

the name of decentralization and reducing the corporate income tax rate are all measures serving the agenda of the neo-

liberal economic reforms. Add to it the pre-budget announcement of 100 per cent permission for direct foreign investment

in the construction sector through the 'automatic route', the amendment and passing of the Patents Act and a new Seed

Act at the behest of pharmaceutical giants and international seed companies like Monsanto, the picture is quite clear.

The forced implementation of Value Added Tax (VAT) regime

further makes it clear that whatever reforms are being taken up

in the name of pruning the fiscal deficit, and spurring the

economic growth are being done to make the path of MNC's

smoother to plunder the Indian economy. The thrust of the

budget is  'Robbing Peter to Pay John'. And here Peters are the

Indian masses and Johns are the multinational corporations

and their Indian brethren i.e. large corporates and self-seeking

politicians and bureaucrats. It is said that the alliances of the

local elites with the lender community often result in acceptance

of the international prescriptions with otherwise scant domestic

constituencies. In his book 'The Globalisation of Poverty',

Michel Chossudovsky has documented cases where even

national policies are drafted at Bank and Fund headquarters

before being forwarded for local signature. Thus while the prices

of the basic necessities continue to rise, the luxury items have

been given the major excise duty cuts. The budget has cut

down the excise duty on air-conditionors and car tyres from

24% to 16%. The duty on aviation fuel has also been decreased

thus giving the Airline Companies a gift of over Rs. 150 crores

each. On the other hand the budget has raised the tax on Diesel

and Petrol by Rs. 0.5 per litre. This will render the poor and

middle classes poorer by a huge amount of Rs. 8,000 crores. It

is a common knowledge that diesel is primarily used for public

transport and by the farmers to run their pumps and tractors.

Union Budget 2005-06

A Bonanza for Multi National Corporations
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This will lead to general rise in costs and hit the farmer

community in particular. Further the increase in excise duty

on steel to 16% will impact tractor industry negatively.

This will push up the tractor prices, making the life of

farming community more miserable.

Now on the much hyped direct-tax reforms. In fact this

reform measure is the thrust area of the budget and the

exercise has been taken up in the name of reducing the

budget deficit by increasing the budget revenue through

extending the tax-net. But if you look at the budget

proposals on tax-reforms minutely, it becomes clear that

whatever concessions have been given to the individuals

in income tax have been offset by the increases in indirect

taxes. The VAT regime will further push the prices of

essential commodities making it difficult for the poor to

meet day's  ends. On the other it will provide smooth

operation for the MNCs who are targeting the large Indian

retail market of an estimated 180 billion dollars. And a

unified tax-structure throughout the country will facilitate

the capitalists in taking their investment decisions. Once

VAT is in place, they no more require to have different

business strategies for different states. Now for

enhancement of income tax relief for the middle class, it is

being projected that the salaried class will now find much

wanted relief and will be able to save some money as the

tax-free income has been increased to Rs. 1 lakh from the

earlier Rs. 50 thousand and also the tax rate on those

earning upto 2.5 lakhs per year has been reduced by 10%.

But it should be noted that now earlier reliefs available

under Sections 88 and 80(1) have been removed and

replaced by a general tax-free allowance for investing upto

Rs. 1 lakh in any notified saving scheme. The change will

not benefit much the salaried middle class earning an yearly

income of Rs. 2.5 to Rs. 3 lakhs. On the contrary he or she

will have to pay more taxes. May be these alternations in

the tax policy would benefit those earning between Rs. 5

to Rs. 10 lakhs annually since earlier the tax exemption on

saving was given only to those earning under Rs. 5 lakhs.

Now it will be available to all. But the new clause will give

a massive bonanza to the Trans National Corporation -

collaborated Mutual Funds, Insurance Companies and

Foreign Banks that have entered the country in a big way.

The savings which the budget is talking about will, instead

of going into PSU tax exempt schemes, now go to these

foreign institutions. Similarly, the new schemes will hit the

senior citizens hard, as they will now lose Rs. 20 thousand

tax rebate (refund) that was earlier available.

Now see how the budget appeases the corporate houses

by reducing both corporation tax and customs duties by

5% each giving big business a gift of Rs. 14,350 crores in

just one year since it will result in 8% reduction in tax

outgo for the companies. Pharma MNCs who are largely in

the full tax bracket (with effective tax rates in excess of

35%) and no tax shields are expected to be the major

beneficiaries. This shows how much influence the

corporate sector wields on our budgetary exercise. Such is

the enormity of the pressure exerted that every Finance

Minister of India has now to indulge in pre-budget

consultative exercise with the corporate sector bodies but

surprisingly no such exercise is done with the organizations

representing the interests of the common man on whose

contributions (direct as well as indirect) the government

machinery survives. This is so because in the scheme of

things of our ruling elite, the plight of the common man no

longer exists. The people simply don't matter. Only their

votes matter, that too once in every five years. Rest of the

years, riding high on the people's verdict, they keep on

plundering and exploiting the scarce resources of the

country in order to fill up their own coffers. Over the years

their greed has touched such a high level that now the

ruling elite has started offering themselves as conduit to

the international business interests. While laundering away

the precious assets of the country this class is not ready

to contribute to the national economy. Take the example of

the 'fringe benefits' tax in the budget. While the ruling

class (MPs, MLAs) have been left out of this provision,

much hue and cry is being raised by the corporate sector

as if the 30% tax on the "fringe benefits" is going to put

heavy load of burden on its shoulders. The fact of the

matter is that more than the employers, the employees are

going to suffer due to this provision because companies

will either cut down on their welfare schemes or seek to

recover the amount from the employee.

One sector for which the budget has recieved kudos is the

"social sector" like health, education and employment. It

is being said that Chidambaram made history by granting

the highest allocationn of all to education i.e. Rs. 18,337

crores, almost double of last year's total allocation of Rs.

8,225 crores. Rural development now stands second with

Rs. 18,334 crores. Similarly the budget allocation for health

and family welfare has gone up by 22 per cent to Rs. 10,280

crores from Rs. 8,420 crores. But this much euologised

positive shift is in name only.  The figures given in the

budget under different heads tell that of the total budgetary

allocation, only 3.5% has been given to education, 4.7% to

the rural development and only 2% to health. Even out of

total allocation for health, major portion (60.4%) has been

kept for the family welfare programmes while public health

gets only 35.8%.

Now  in comparision to meagre percentage of allocation to

social sectors, the defence has been allocated 18.85% of

the budgetary allocations. The budget hiked by Rs. 6,000

crores the defence allocation over the last year thus making

it to stand at Rs. 83,000 crores. Last year the government

had hiked the military spending by almost 28% to Rs. 77,000

crores. The bulk of these increases were to go towards

capital expenditure on sophisticated new weapons. This

shows who's interests the UPA government is serving.

The writing on the wall is clear : it is serving the interests

of the global capital.

Alas! How can it behave differently when the reins of the

UPA government are in the hands of the foursome: Prime

Minister Manmohan Singh, Finance Minister P.

Chidambaram, Deputy Chairman of Planning Commission

Montak Singh Ahluwalia and the Advisor to Finance

Minister Dr. Parthasarthi Shome, all of whom were somehow

or the other connected with the World Bank!
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Direct Tax Proposals

1. No tax on incomes upto Rs one lakh.

2. Income between Rs.1 lakh - 1.5 lakh to attract 10%

tax.

3. Income between Rs.1.5 lakh to Rs.2.5 lakh to attract

20 % tax.

4. Income over Rs.2.5 lakh to attract 30% tax.

5. Threshold level for women raised to Rs 1.25 lakh

and for senior citizens Rs 1.5 lakh.

6. 10 pc service charge to be applicable on income

beyond Rs 10 lakh instead of present Rs 8.5 lakh.

7. Transport and canteen services in office/factory out

of tax net.

8. Standard reduction removed.

9. 100 pc tax deduction for companies carrying out

scientific research.

10.Security transaction tax raised from 0.15 per cent

to 0.2 per cent.

11.Direct tax proposes to yield an additional Rs 6,000

crore a year.

12.Six exemptions including interest payments on

housing loan on self-occupied and medical insurance

continued.

Indirect Taxes

1. Excise duty on kerosene abolished

2. Import duty on cooking coal reduced form 15% to

5%

3. Duty on molasses hiked from Rs 520 on each mt to

Rs 1,000

4. No reduction in excise on auto and aerated water

5. Handmade matches exempted from excise duty

6. Customs duty on crude reduced from 10 per cent

to 5 per cent

7. Excise on some petroleum products including motor

spirit and diesel reduced

8. Excise on imitation jewellery reduced from 16 pc

to 8 pc

9. 1 pc surcharge on tea and Re 1/kg surcharge on

edible oil goes

10.Cess on petrol and diesel has been raised by 50

paise

11. Excise on tyres, A/Cs and filament yarn reduced to

16 pc

12.Customs duty on several machinery reduced to 5

pc

13.IT software exempted from counter vailing duty

14.10 pc ad valorem will be levied on tobacco products

including gutka and chewing tobacco

15.Specific excise duty on cigarettes has been raised

by 10 pc

16.Refrigerator duty down from 20 to 10 pc

17.Custom duty on battery operated vehicles and

printing press reduced

18.Custom duty on textiles to be reduced from 20 per

cent to 10 pc

19.Customs duty for non-agricultural products reduced

to 15 pc

20.Customs duty on capital goods to be reduced

21.One-time stamp duty exemptions to 3 stock

exchanges

Other Tax Proposals

1. Mobile phone removed from one-by-six list;

payment of electricity bill of Rs 50,000 per annum

included

2. No amnesty scheme for black money

3. 0.1 pc tax on Rs 10,000 withdrawal from bank in

single day

4. More services brought under tax net

Other Budget Highlights

1. Subsidies on food, fertilisers and petroleum products

to continue

2. Revenue deficit estimated at Rs 95,312 crore. Fiscal

deficit Rs 1,51,144 crore

3. Decentralised procurement policy to be adopted in

certain parts of the country

4. Defence budget increased to Rs 83,000 crore.

5. SEBI to be asked to study gold trading

6. Plans to allow mutual funds to trade in gold

7. Rationalised stamp duty for commercial papers to

bring them to international standards

8. One time grant of Rs 100 crore for Indian Institute

of Science

What's Gone Up

Petrol, diesel, cigarettes,, gutka, tobacco products,

molasses

What's Come Down

Tea, Kerosene, coking coal, edible oil, textiles,

imitation jewelry, handmade matches, crude oil,

tyres, refrigerators, air conditioners, filament yarn,

software, battery operated vehicles, printing press

Where the Paise Has Gone

Borrowings will continue to be the mainstay of

government resources, accounting for 25 paise of each

rupee revenue in 2005-06 but the lower interest regime

would put a liability of 22 paise on every rupee.

The borrowing during 2005-06 would go up by one

paise on each rupee along with a similar reduction in

interest outgo.

According to the general budget, presented by Finance

Minister P Chidambaram, 14 paise of each rupee would

be spent on defence in fiscal 2005-06, the same as the

current financial year.

Government has proposed a lower outgo on subsidies

at seven paise of each rupee for the next fiscal as against

eight paise for the current fiscal.

Union Budget 2005-2006 :  Highlights
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After borrowings, excise duties form a major part of

government revenue at 20 paise followed by corporation

tax at 18 paise.

Income Tax gives 11 paise in the revenue of each rupee

while custom duties would accrue eight paise.

On the expenditure side, other than interest payment,

defence and subsidies, government would be spending

18 paise of each rupee earned on central plan and 16

paise would go to states as their share in taxes and

duties.

Other non-plan expenditure has been increased to 12

paise from 11 paise and non-plan assistance to States

and Union Territories has been doubled to six paise for

2005-06.

Other Highlights

t Loans to Prasar Bharati raised to finance capital

expense

t FIIs allowed to submit collateral for derivatives

trading

t Budget gives boost to telecom and IT sector

t National project for restoration of water bodies to

be launched

t Rural credit and connectivity to be enhanced

t Rs 14,040 crore of equity support to Central PSEs

t Mid-day scheme gets additional funds

t Single window service for large tax payer units

t Concessions announced in custom duty

t Ten per cent capital subsidy scheme for textile

t 108 items for de-reservation

t New scheme for development of agricultural

marketing infrastructure

t All Stock Exchanges to be corporatised

t FM dishes out more powers to RBI

t Mid-day meal schemes allocation doubled

t Rural employment scheme to replace food-for-work

programme

t Horticulture mission allocated Rs 630 crore

t Rural Health Mission to be launched

t NE region to get Rs 9,308 crore in 2005-06

t Fiscal deficit put at 4.3 per cent

t Plan outlay stepped up

t Defence budget up 8 per cent; armed forces

modernisation the key

t Budget provides more funds for education, health

t Fund for highway project

t Trade policy liberalised

t Ten per cent capital subsidy announced for textile

sector

t Budget provides Rs 10,260 crore for tsunami relief

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○

Unemployment Rate Up at 9.11 Per Cent

Fewer Jobs in Organised Sector
The Planning Commission has estimated that the unemployment rate for the economy as a whole has shot up

significantly in the last two years - up from 8.87 per cent in 2001-02 to 9.11 per cent in 2004-05. An even

more disturbing picture that has emerged is that employment in the organised sector has declined between

2001 and 2003 in both the public and the private sectors.

In other words, while employment may be incresing in the unorganised sector in response to the overall

growth in the economy, there is actually a contraction in employment in the organised sector. This means

fewer jobs for the youth who are the new entrants to the labour force since the organised sector is their

preferred sector for employment.

Alongside the increasing unemployment rate is the rising trend in income inequality. While there are no measures

of income inequality based on reliable income surveys, the Commission found the per capita agricultural GDP

(gross domestic product) had declined although the overall per capita GDP had increased at the rate of five per

cent per annum.

Another feature of recent developments having a bearing on inequality was that the organised sector had

reported large increases in profits (operating surpluses) and increased wages and salaries for those employed

here. At the same time, the per capita income growth was much less than the average among the self-

employed in the unorganised sector and negative among employees in agriculture. "This would not be a

problem if the size of the organised sector was expanding but that does not seem to be the case, given the

employment trands," the Commission has said in a report to be presented to the Government soon.

The report also confirms the apprehensions about apparent regional imbalances. Several studies are available

which show that inter-State inequality increased in the 1990s as only some States were able to benefit from the

economic reforms and increase their growth rates significantly. While it is not true that only the richest States

benefited the most, it is also correct that some of the poorest and most populous States did experience

decelerating growth.
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Selective amnesia is a common trait of governments.

In particular, parties in power often prefer to forget

the promises they made while in opposition, or on the

campaign trail. But usually they try not to make explicit

promises once in power, which they then can be held

down to. The recent penchant among governments in

India to declare programmes of action (as has been

done by the United Front government, the NDA

government and now the UPA government) has

stemmed not from any deep desire to declare their

intentions so openly, but from the exigencies of coalition

politics, and the nature of support on which these

governments have been based.

The problem with such stated programmes, of course,

is that they make selective amnesia much more

difficult. The promises made are no longer phrases

uttered in the heat of campaigns; they are put down on

paper and evident for all to see, including allies in the

coalition and any parties who are supporting from

outside. Therefore, when governments still choose to

ignore or even go contrary to the declarations and

promises made in the stated programme from quite

early on in their tenure, they must be either rather stupid

themselves, or else relying quite strongly on the stupidity

of others.

The jury must still be out on the extent of which all or

any of this is true of the current UPA government. But

there is no doubt that the National Common Minimum

Programme must be an increasing embarrassment for

some of the most powerful ministers in this government,

and the Finance Minister in particular. It is no secret

that Mr. Chidambaram was not really involved in the

drafting of the NCMP, and since then he has barely

concealed his distaste for most of its provisions even

in public. But the extent of deviation thus far of major

areas of economic and fiscal policy, from the

declarations of the NCMP, cannot be the result of

personal predilection alone; it must surely indicate a

deeper or wider lack of motivation in the highest

echelons of government.

Let us consider some of the promises made in the NCMP

that relate specifically to fiscal and budgetary policy,

and juxtapose these against the available evidence so

far. The Budget 2005-06 is particularly important in

this regard, since it provides indications of intention

for the future, but also tells us something about how

the money was spent in the previous year, and so about

the seriousness of the stated intentions.

Arguably, the single most important promise in the

NCMP related to employment generation, which the

government (to its credit) at least recognised as a major

problem requiring direct public intervention. The NCMP

promised: ''The UPA government will immediately enact

The Budget and the National
Common Minimum Programme

Jayati Ghosh

a National Employment Guarantee Act. This will provide

a legal guarantee for at least 100 days of employment

to begin with on asset-creating public works

programmes every year at minimum wages for at least

one able-bodied person in every rural, urban poor and

lower middle-class household. In the interim, a massive

food-for-work programme will be started.''

What has happened thus far? The way in which the

draft EGA bill now placed in Parliament has been diluted

so that its provisions come nowhere near providing a

genuine employment guarantee has been discussed

widely and is now well known. But it is also clear that

the Finance Ministry is hardly providing any allocation

for such a scheme in any case. The government's own

estimates are that such a scheme would cost at least

Rs. 25,000 crore per year, while other estimates have

gone up to around Rs. 45,000 crore per year.

But last year, the UPA spent only Rs. 1818 crore on the

Food for Work scheme which is supposed to be the

precursor of the EGA, in addition to the Rs. 4590 crore

allotted to the Sampoorna Gramin Rozgar Yojana

(SGRY). In the current budget, the proposed allocation

for Food for Work is only Rs. 5400 crore, a relatively

small increase, while the allocation for SGRY has

actually been cut to Rs. 3600 crore! This suggests that

even the piffling amount being set aside for EGA is at

the cost of other employment programmes, rather than

in addition to them.

The other area of declared policy priority of the UPA

government has been agriculture. Various promises have

been made relating to expanding institutional credit to

agriculture and to the rural areas generally, and in this

regard it is true that the direction of change has been

positive, even though the pace of expansion of

agricultural credit has not been as fast as desired. But

the NCMP was also clear that public investment and

public protection of domestic cultivators from import

competition were also to be among the strategies

employed to regenerate agriculture.

Thus, the NCMP stated that ''the UPA government will

ensure that public investment in agricultural research

and extension, rural infrastructure and irrigation is

stepped up in a significant manner at the very earliest.''

Also, ''the UPA government will ensure that adequate

protection is provided to all farmers from imports,

particularly when international prices fall sharply.''

There is no question that both expenditure and

allocations to agriculture have increased - the actual

spending in the current year (at Rs. 4799) is estimated

to be higher than the original plan outlay of Rs. 4643

crore and even more (Rs. 6425 crore) has been

budgeted for coming year. But these are still trifling

amounts, and this is because agriculture is still
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dominantly a state subject and most of the expenditure

in this area - whether in irrigation, or in agricultural

research and extension, or in the provision of related

rural infrastructure, is undertaken by state governments.

This is where the overall thrust of the budget is likely

to be adverse even for these stated goals of the NCMP.

The Budget has effectively offloaded a substantial part

of central borrowing onto the states, by requiring their

borrowing to go up by Rs. 29,000 crore to finance

their plan expenditure, instead of directly borrowing

itself and handing the money to the state governments

as was done earlier. This may simply be financial

window-dressing, but if it affects the states' ability to

borrow then it is also likely to affect this kind of critical

expenditure.

Further, instead of providing much-needed protection

to Indian farmers who have been battered by the

extreme volatility and high subsidised prices prevailing

in world markets, the Finance Minister has left

unchanged the current tariff rates on agricultural

commodities. The only exception is in the case of cut

flowers - which affects not even one per cent of

farmers. Nothing has been done, for example, to protect

cotton and oilseed farmers, who have been in great

difficulties in recent times.

The only areas where there is some actual budgetary

evidence of positive shift are in spending for the ''social

sectors'', that is, health and education. The NCMP had

made the following promises in this regard. For

education: ''The UPA government pledges to raise public

spending in education to 6 per cent of GDP with at

least half this amount being spent on primary and

secondary sectors. This will be done in a phased

manner.'' And for health: ''The UPA government will

raise public spending on health to at least 2-3 per cent

of GDP over the next five years with focus on primary

health care.''

Certainly the central budgetary allocations and actual

expenditure in these areas have gone up, although the

pace is still too slow to meet the proposed targets. But

here once again, the real issue relates to state finances,

since state governments are the primary providers of

both education and health services. And here, as seen

above, the budget is far from ensuring adequate

finances for the states.

A major claim of the NCMP was with respect to food

security. ''The UPA will work out, in the next three

months, a comprehensive medium-term strategy for

food and nutrition security. The objective will be to

move towards universal food security over time, if

found feasible. The UPA government will strengthen

the public distribution system (PDS) particularly in the

poorest and backward blocks of the country.''

In the past eight months, such a food security strategy

has not been unveiled. It could be argued that this is

not the job of the Finance Minister anyway. But what

is true is that the budgetary strategy of moving many

items off-budget actually ends up putting the burden

on public sector organisations such as the FCI. The

FCI is being made to provide the entire food component

of the Food-for-Work programme (around Rs. 5600

crore) and the SGRY (around Rs. 3000 crore) without

any compensation. Not only is this absurd, it amounts

to weakening both the FCI and the PDS over time.

The NCMP places great emphasis on infrastructure

investment. ''Public investment in infrastructure will

be enhanced, even as the role of the private sector is

expanded. Subsidies will be made explicit and provided

through the budget.'' Quite the opposite, in fact, is what

is happening. Capital expenditure of the central plan in

the current year was only Rs. 22,712 crore, which

represents a shortfall of 14 per cent from the outlay.

And in this Budget it is slated to go up by only 3 per

cent compared to last year's outlay.

Instead, once again, the attempt is to move such items

off-budget, by creating a Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV)

to finance infrastructure projects in specified sectors.

This will lend funds (presumably created through deficit

financing) of longer term maturity, but these will not

be counted in the budget! There is nothing wrong with

such spending, of course, (although the limit is still

quite meagre, at only Rs, 10,000 crore) but the fact

that it is not accounted for in the budget once again

raises issues of lack of transparency and lays the seeds

for future budgetary problems.

In a sense, all this creative accounting and downright

cooking of books stems from the obsession with fiscal

discipline which results from the reliance on the Fiscal

Responsibility and Budget Management Act. A softer

version of this was mentioned in the NCMP: ''The UPA

government commits itself to eliminating the revenue

deficit of the centre by 2009, so as to release more

resources for investments in social and physical

infrastructure.'' This would be fine if the government

showed the political will to raise tax revenues, which

is eminently feasible in the current economic context.

But if tax revenues are not increased as a share of GDP,

a focus on fiscal discipline necessarily means reducing

expenditure. The fear of openly financing deficits

through money creation is leading to the same occurring

by the back door - which is fine in macroeconomic

terms but raises other problems over time.

What the Finance Minister is trying to do is to

please everyone at once by supposedly providing

more resources for spending, while maintaining

the veneer of ''fiscal responsibility'' by moving

many expenditure items off-budget. This is not a

recipe for fiscal health or the viability of public

enterprises; nor is it sustainable for more than a

few years at best. The interests of those whom the

Finance Minister claims to serve - the poor in

general and farmers and workers in particular -
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would be much better served by an open process of

increased spending in critical areas accompanied

by increased tax revenues.

What is interesting is that all these failures, or acts of

commission and omission which directly contradict the

NCMP, have been accompanied by much pious verbiage

They Also Serve Who Remove Doubts

By D. Murali

There is an Explanation that Finance Bill, 2005 introduces in the service tax law. And it reads thus:

"For the removal of doubts, it is hereby declared that where any service provided or to be provided by a

person, who has established a business or has a fixed establishment from which the service is provided or to

be provided, or has his permanent address or usual place of residence, in a country other than India and such

service is received or to be received by a person who has his place of business, fixed establishment, permanent

address or, as the case may be, usual place of residence, in India such service shall be deemed to be taxable

service for the purposes of this clause."

For the removal of doubts, let me add that this `deeming' sentence can be less innocuous than it seems.

Beauty Redefined

Earlier, beauty treatment meant "face and beauty treatment, cosmetic treatment, manicure, pedicure or counselling

services on beauty, face-care or make-up." Having seen enough service providers and their beauty services,

taxman has decided to expand his definition of beauty to include a few hairy things: "hair cutting, hair dyeing,

hair dressing" at the start, and "or such other similar services" at the end. Hair-raising, isn't it?

Zzz to zzzh

Don't try to read those `words' because they are among the new provisions brought in by the Finance Bill,

2005, to spread the tax net on more services. Thus (zzz) is about transport of goods other than water, through

pipeline or other conduit; (zzza) is about site formation and clearance; and so on till (zzzh) that speaks about

construction of complex. Too complex?

Name This Service

What do you call this: The process of any recording of any programme, event or function on a magnetic tape

or on any other media or device and services relating thereto such as editing, cutting, colouring, dubbing, title

printing, imparting special effects, processing, adding, modifying or deleting sound, transferring from one

media or device to another, or any video post-production activity, in any manner. Answer: Videotape production.

And you thought defining was easy.

Erection Correction

Here's one of the troublesome phrases straight from the Finance Bill:

"Erection, commissioning or installation." It used to mean, "Any service provided by a commissioning and

installation agency in relation to commissioning or installation of plant, machinery, or equipment." Now, there's

a correction.

It means any service provided by a commissioning and installation agency, in relation to, erection, commissioning

or installation of plant, machinery or equipment; or installation of: (a) electrical and electronic devices, including

wirings or fittings therefor; or (b) plumbing, drain laying or other installations for transport of fluids; or (c)

heating, ventilation or air-conditioning including related pipe work, duct work and sheet metal work; or (d)

thermal insulation, sound insulation, fire proofing or water proofing; or (e) lift and escalator, fire escape

staircases or travelators; or (f) such other similar services."

Digging Deep

On one of the job forums, there's a complaint: "I've been out of work for six months and I am getting fed up

with dredging the Net every day for positions!" To check if the usage is right, I dredge the Bill and find the

definition of dredging as "removal of material including, silt, sediments, rocks, sand, refuse, debris, plant or

animal matter in any excavating, cleaning, deepening, widening or lengthening, either permanently or temporarily,

of any river, port, harbour, backwater or estuary." A glaring omission of the Net!

Tailpiece

"When good things come, men view them all as gain; when evils come, why then should they complain?"

(Kural - 379, which the FM may deploy to silence the critics of FBT and BCTT!)

In Lighter Veen

(Courtesy: Hindu Business Line)

of the opposite nature, as the Finance Minister has spent

long paragraphs in his Budget speech emphasising his

concern for the poor and extolling the need for pro-

poor fiscal and development policies. The problem,

quite simply, is that Mr. Chidambaram has not really

put his money where his mouth is.
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Improved corporate profits are not necessarily an

indicator of greater economic activity -- contrary to

what the financial papers would have us believe.

Sometimes even they cannot help noting this fact,

albeit indirectly. Business Standard, in its annual study

of 1,000 top Indian firms (BS 1000: India's corporate

giants, January 2004), titles its piece on corporate

profits: "Unravelling a mystery: Profits have risen far

more sharply than sales. Why?"

In the last several years, the corporate sector

has refrained from carrying out investment, but

has placed its funds in bonds, shares, mutual

fund units, and government debt. The corporate

sector's earnings from these sources (called

"other income", to distinguish it from sales

income) account for a large share of its profits.

According to an RBI study,10"other income"

of the surveyed 1,267 public limited companies

in 2002-03 accounted for as much as 35.5 per

cent of their profit before tax.11 At end-March

2003, the top 24 corporates alone had as much

as Rs 46,424 crore (Rs 464.24 billion) in cash

and highly liquid assets, up from Rs 34,629 crore

(Rs 346.29 billion) at end of 2001-0212 —

indicating their decision not to invest in

productive activity, but to deploy their funds in

interest-earning instruments or for speculation.

Secondly, the Government has brought about large

reductions in interest rates paid to the financial

institutions or the public by the corporate sector. The

corporate sector has replaced much of its old debt at

higher interest rates with new, lower-interest debt.

The RBI survey cited above shows that interest costs

of the private corporate sector fell by 11.7 per cent in

2002-03 over the previous year. Interest costs as a

percentage of sales fell by 1.1 percentage points. At

the same time, profit before tax as a percentage of

sales rose by 1.6 percentage points. Thus the bulk of

the increase in profits came from reduction of interest

costs, not from greater efficiency or larger sales. It

is important to note that the last several years

of interest rate cuts have not spurred more

productive investment by the corporate sector

(as was the officially claimed purpose of the

interest rate reductions), but merely helped the

corporate sector to boost its profits.

These trends continued in 2003-04. Business Standard

notes that its study of the top 478 companies "shows

that interest costs fell by 18.2 per cent during the

second quarter of 2003-04.... The result has been

much higher profits.... Apart from interest costs, the

21.38 per cent growth in 'other income' was also

responsible for the mismatch (i.e. profit growing much

faster than sales)... In the last few years, there has

been precious little investment by corporates in plant

and machinery, since industry was plagued by excess

capacity..."

Behind the Paucity of Demand: Growing Poverty

Why did the corporate sector not make major

investments? Why instead did it hold onto its cash,

and use it to speculate on the financial markets? The

reason was that there was not enough demand even

to fully use the existing capacity, let alone add to it.

The state of demand in the rural areas and among

the mass of ordinary consumers is particularly

reflected in the poor performance of fast-moving

consumer goods (FMCG) in the past few years. The

FMCG sector includes soaps, detergents, packaged

tea powder, biscuits, toothpaste, toothpowder,

shampoo, scourers, and so on, a large share of which

are used by the poor, including in the rural areas. Even

if the per capita income and the distribution of income

were to remain the same, one would still expect

FMCG sales to rise merely because population is

rising.

However, FMCG industry estimates show that sales

have actually been falling, and the trend has deepened

over the past four years (see Table 1). A survey found

the same situation continuing in September 2003, with

sales for 15 of the top 20 categories, including soaps,

detergents, tea and toothpaste, down; in February

2004, industry sources were quoted as saying they

did not expect a recovery before mid-2004.

It is worth noting two trends in the FMCG sector

over the last three years. First, as poorer consumers

have been forced to reduce their use of even such

essentials as soap and detergents, sales of the FMCG

giants have fallen; in the case of Hindustan Lever

Ltd (HLL), from Rs 11,400 crore (Rs 114 billion) in

Where Are Indian Corporate
Profits Coming From?

Table 1:

Sales Growth of Fast-Moving Consumer Goods

2000 2001 2002 2003 H1

Soap 6.1 -9.9 -6.1 -1.6

Detergents 5.7 -2.9 -2.1 -4.6

Toothpaste 10 2 -5.5 -12

Packaged Tea 0.3 2.4 -10 -14.1

Shampoo 12.5 10.7 7.8 -5

-- The Hindu Survey of Indian Industry 2004, based on

FMCG industry estimates. Last column: first half of 2003.
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2000 to Rs 9,950 crore (Rs 99.5 billion) in 2002. HLL

sales rose by a mere 1.8 per cent in 2003 to just over

Rs 10,000 crore (Rs 100 billion). Indeed they fell in

the last quarter of 2003, despite the good monsoon.

The firm, which estimates that 45 per cent its sales

are in the rural areas, says that even in the last quarter

of 2003 rural markets showed no "palpable" increase

in demand. It has had to sell off several of its

businesses, including its edible oil ("Dalda") line, which

had been selected two years ago as one of the "power

brands" on which the company would focus.

Secondly, several medium-sized firms have noted an

opportunity in the stagnating/falling sales of FMCG

giants: that there are customers who need these

goods, but are unable to afford the grossly overpriced

products currently dominating the shelves of grocery

stores. A number of these medium-sized firms such

as Jyothy Labs (soaps) CavinKare (shampoos),

Anchor (toothpaste), and several detergent firms in

different regions have entered the market. They are

of course unable to compete in advertising (HLL's

advertising budget in 2002 was 10.4 per cent of its

domestic FMCG sales, or Rs 845 crore (Rs 8.45 billion)

. This is as large as the sales of Bombay Dyeing, the

128th largest firm in India). However, as they have

priced their products 25 to 30 per cent below the

equivalent products of the large firms (or even 50

per cent lower: a 200 gm pack of Colgate or HLL

toothpaste costs Rs 40; Ajanta, till now a clock

manufacturer, sells the same for Rs 20), they have

been able to grab a share of the market. Again,

targeting the section of consumers who cannot make

large cash purchases at a time, the new firms have

sold much of their products in small sachets.

Loath to sacrifice their fat profit margins despite their

poor sales, the big firms have taken a long time to

begin cutting their prices; in fact prices continued to

rise up to 2001. HLL claims its profit margins are 25

per cent on soaps and detergents and 37 per cent on

personal care products (they may in fact be higher).

While they finally have been forced to lower their

prices somewhat and hike their distributors' margins,

it is likely that they will do this only for the period

needed to drive the new entrants out of the market,

as they have done several times in the past, following

which the earlier price hikes may be repeated. The

current targeted price-slashing drive has led to

peculiar situations: for example, HLL has priced its

20 gm sachets of Surf Excel at just Rs 1.50, which

comes to Rs 75/kg, whereas its one-kg packs are

priced at Rs 135; Procter and Gamble's Tide similarly

sells at 80 per cent more by weight in its large packs

than its sachets; and this holds true for various other

products as well. (This gives some idea of the real

scale of these firms' margins.) Sachets and small

packs (generally targeting the poorer sections) are

said to account now for more than half of sales of

several FMCG products.

Sales of cotton and man-made textiles too are linked

to the purchasing power of poorer consumers. The

growth rate of man-made textiles fell from 5.8 per

cent in 2000-01 to 4.4 per cent in 2001-02 and 3 per

cent in 2002-03; the corresponding figures for cotton

textiles, by and large consumed by the worst-off, were

2.9, -2.2, and -2.7. In July-November 2003, cotton

textiles actually declined by 5.9 per cent over the

same period of the previous year. In major powerloom

towns like Bhiwandi and Surat, thousands of

powerlooms and powerloom workers are forced to

be idle. The poverty of the consumers of cheap

cloth has translated into poverty for the workers

who make the cloth: Unemployment of the

people leading to poverty of the market, and

poverty of the market leading to unemployment.

Press reports suggest that in recent months there has

been a boom in luxury electrical and electronic goods,

and the Index of Industrial Production indicates that

consumer durables production is picking up sharply

(after years of depressed growth following the mid-

1990s boom). Sales of automobiles are estimated to

have grown by 30 per cent in 2003-04, fuelled by

cheap and easy credit from banks, which have made

such retail lending a major part of their portfolio. No

doubt learned economists will inform us now that

all this indicates that people's tastes are shifting

from bathing soap and tea powder to

automobiles, but the truth is pretty plain for all

to see: namely, that growing inequality has

depressed demand for items of mass

consumption and fuelled a distorted growth of

items of luxury consumption.

Depressed Industiral Development

The lifestyle of the Indian elite, and their ties abroad,

can also be seen in the ballooning payments for travel

abroad. In the past, payments for foreign travel were

generally between one-fourth and one-third of

receipts from those travelling to India, so travel has

been a net earner of foreign exchange since 1956-

57. Since 1996-97, however, travel payments have

risen rapidly. In 2002-03 travel receipts were $3.03

billion; travel payments, at $3.47 billion (Rs 16,761

Table 2

Payments for Foreign Travel

1996-97 1999-2000 2002-03

In $ mn 858 2,139 3,467

In Rs cr 3,049 9,268 16,761

-- RBI Bulletin and Handbook of Statistics on the

Indian Economy
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crore, or Rs 167.61 billion), outstripped receipts for

the first time in five decades.

Whereas the business papers project a boom on the

basis of one or two quarters' growth, a better picture

of the state of industry can be got by looking at

industrial investment. The slowdown is brought out

sharply in the RBI's survey of corporate investment

(see Table 3). Capital expenditure, that is, expenditure

on lasting assets such as plant and machinery, fell by

2002-03 to half the level of 1996-97. From the

available information, the RBI concludes that in all

likelihood investment will sink even lower in 2003-04

than in 2002-03.

This picture of industrial investment is also borne out

by the trend in investment in the economy as a whole.

Investment in fixed assets such as plant and

machinery9 as a percentage of GDP grew steadily

from 10.6 per cent in the 1950s to 21.9 per cent in

the latter half of the eighties. That is, a larger and

larger share of the GDP during these four decades

(1950-90) went toward building up lasting assets.

However, after 1991, the rate of such investment first

dropped, then soared, touching 24.4 per cent during

1995-96. This was the period when large industrial

capacities were put up in anticipation of booming

demand from the elite. After that, when that demand

ran out, investment fell as sharply as it had risen, and

has remained depressed since, falling to below the

rate at the start of the decade. For the first time in

the past five decades, there has been a downward

trend in fixed investment over six years (the only

comparable period is 1966-67 to 1970-71).

Uneconomic Use of Capital

According to the official propaganda, the

'liberalisation' programme of the past 13 years was

to unleash the creative, competitive spirit of capitalism.

With the dismantling of State regulation and

withdrawal of the State from various economic

activities, the private sector would be freed to make

the most efficient choices, and thereby improve its

competitiveness vis-a-vis the industry of other

countries. The improved efficiency was meant to

show up in increased productivity, which measures

the rate at which output flows from a given factor of

production (here, labour or capital).

However, according to the RBI's Currency and

Finance Report 2002-03, Total Factor Productivity

Growth (which is meant to capture the productivity

of labour and capital together) slowed down very

sharply in the 1990s. The report has also calculated

productivity separately for the two factors, labour and

capital. Labour productivity -- the rate at which output

flows from a unit of labour -- has grown faster in the

1990s. But capital productivity -- the rate at which

output flows from a unit of capital -- actually dropped

in the same period. The growth of fixed capital

outpaced the growth of value added. In other words,

on the one hand, more value added was extracted

from each worker; on the other hand, less and less

value added was got from fresh capital investments.

In a country where labour is plentiful and capital is

scarce, we are faced with the economic nonsense of

the use of abundantly available labour being restricted

and scarce capital being squandered.

Table 3

Phasing of Capital Expenditure of Projects

Sanctioned Assistance by Term Lending

Institutions/Commercial Bank

Rs. cr % in 1993

change -94 Rs

1992-93 26,777 34.7 28,373

1993-94 33,362 24.6 33,362

1994-95 41,948 25.7 38,894

1995-96 64,3195 3.3 54,620

1996-977 0,691 9.9 56,554

1998-99 70,724 0.0 54,539

1999-2000 67,131 -5.1 49,666

2000-01 53,491 -21.4 37,786

2001-02 40,887 -23.6 26,685

2002-03 37,154 -9.1

2003-04 on projs. sanct. in earlier yrs. 19,518
-- RBI Bulletin, December 2003; column 4 calculated

by us using deflator for fixed capital formation.

Table 4

Measures of Productivity Growth

    1980-90   1991-2000

Total factor productivity

growth 3.9 2.1

Labour productivity growth 6.5 7.8

Capital productivity growth 1.3 -0.7
RBI, Report on Currency and Finance, 2002-03

(Courtesy: Aspects of India's Economy, March 2004)

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
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Patent Amendment Gets
Through, Evokes Mixed Reaction

Although many concerns of the domestic industry and
the society at large have been addressed while passing
the Patent Amendment Bill, patent experts point out
that the country could have more effectively put in
place safeguards utilising all available flexibility in the
TRIPs agreement.

Bowing to the pressure by Left Front the government
has made major changes in the Patent Ordinance and
redefined the scope of patentability, fortified pre-grant
opposition provisions, simplified Compulsory Licensing
provisions, provided for export to least developed
countries and allowed to remain in the market the mail
box application products by generic companies.

The Government has agreed to 13 changes sought by
the Left Parties pertaining to patenting of micro-
organisms, definition of new chemical entity (NCE)
and pre-grant opposition of patents. An expert
Committee will be set up to look into patenting of
micro-organisms and the definition of NCE.

However, the much awaited Patent Amendment when
passed in the Parliament has provoked mixed reaction.
The global drug industry while happy that finally India
has fallen in place with WTO patent regime, is waiting
to see the fine print. Whereas the Indian Drug
Manufacturers Association thinks that they have
achieved a 60 per cent success in getting their agenda
through, but is again in the process of analysing the
document.

According to Delhi-based patent expert B K Keayla,
some of the crucial issues have been left out and the
government could have utilised TRIPs flexibility better.
“Although the government has looked into the definition
of patentability under pressure, it has just said new
entity and this could lead to misinterpretation and
frivolous patenting,” he pointed out. It should clearly
specify new chemical/medical entity.

The explanation given under Section 3(d) on non-
patentability could give rise to patent rights on salts
and other forms along with the new molecule thus
blocking working on different forms and hindering
generics entry.

‘‘Rather than omitting Section 5 it should have modified
the section to define what all are patentable in the
country, making it only new inventions and
pharmaceutical molecules, said Keayla, who is the
convenor at the National Working Group on Patents.

IDMA director, G Wakankar, said, “The pre-grant
opposition even though the government has rewritten,
does not provide for full fledged opposition as it was in
the previous Patent Amendment”. “Overall, this looks
good and we needed to move to the WTO regime to
meet our global obligation. We are still reading the fine
print to understand better the likely implications,” he
added.

However, Keayla thinks that TRIPs provisions should
have been interpreted in the interest of the country and
included in the Patent Act. With regard to mail box
applications the government has allowed for generics
to stay on condition of paying a royalty. But, the

government should have fixed ceiling for the royalty,
he said.

Ideally, if the government have used TRIPs Article
70(3), it need not have had to provide patent for such
products which are already in the public domain, opined
patent experts. On Compulsory Licensing the
government should have used the flexibility under
TRIPs Article 31(b) which provides for moving CL
application with the Patent Controller if the innovator
company denies licensing rights when approached with
commercial terms. Under the current law the CL
application need to wait for three years before CL could
be invoked. The NDA has been pressing for referring
the Bill to Standing Committee and not passing it
hurriedly, but it failed.

Patents Act Premature, Say Experts

An intellectual property right sensitisation programme
started in Mangalore on 28th March with critical
observations from experts who pointed out that the
passing of the Patents Act by Parliament was
premature.

Inaugurating the programme organised by the Small
Industries Service Institute (SISI), the President of the
Kanara Chamber of Commerce and Industry, A.
Srinivas Rao, said the Patents Act had come at a wrong
time for India as the country was not ready both socially
and economically.

He said this could have some repercussions on the way
the economy worked in India and as a result many
essential commodities might go out of the reach of
common people. Instead, the country could have
expanded its production, research and development
institutions before actually bringing in the law.

The chief resource faculty for the programme,
Additional Professor of Law from the National Law
School of India University, K. Ramakrishna, re-iterated
that the patent law was premature for India.

He said Indian scientists though were world class,
matching research and development facilities in the
country were hard to come by and as a result, India
did not have an original molecule in the pharmaceutical
industry or original designs in the other industries to
call them its own. But he appreciated that Indians were
good in ``reverse engineering'' that made any product
that entered the country a better product.

Dr. Ramakrishna said the patent regime was there in
India from 1856, but the product patent concept came
to India in 1980. He, however, said it was not possible
for the country to get out of the WTO regime. But he
observed that the policy makers have added a few
protective measures in the new law.

This will help the Indian pharmaceutical industry to
continue producing medicines but may have to pay a
reasonable royalty to the holder of the patent.

He, however, said there was no need to be afraid of the
property rights regime as 97 per cent of the products
in India were still out of it giving Indian manufacturers
adequate scope for expansion of exclusive businesses
and manufacturing activities.
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India’s Patent Act TRIPS Over…

By : Adil Ali

India’s Patent regime finally stands dismantled--

dismantled and destroyed at the altar of large

multinationals' interest through the 3rd Amendment to

the Patent Act 1970 pushed through an Ordinance by

the Central government to meet its WTO commitment

to bring the Patents Act in line with TRIPS

requirements and going further. Having done this, the

government has clearly demonstrated that it is no longer

concerned about  the interests of the developing

countries, or even its own citizenry. From the

Champion of the DOHA round, it now seems that a

faded hero living on past glories is trying to latch on to

whatever is thrown by the developed countries in front

of it (even when there is no need for the country to do

so).

The Indian Patent Act was passed by Parliament in

1970, taking the place of Patent Act 1911, passed

during the British colonial period. This Act was

preceded by a long process of public consultations.

By all accounts, the 1970 Act was successful in

providing sufficient impetus to the domestic industry

as is reflected in the current maturity of the Indian

Pharmaceutical industry which is now capable of

supporting domestic requirements but also the

international demand for drugs, especially low cost

drugs for HIV-AIDS patients.

The time line in the above box shows the major changes

in the Patents Regime over the years pertaining to

developments by which the Indian government has

sought to comply by the provisions of the TRIPS

agreements. India had to bring its domestic patent laws

in congruence with TRIPS requirements by 1st January

2005. The government seems to have fulfilled its

commitment but overlooked a minor detail-that of

seeking the opinion of the public for this major change.

That the government passed this crucial Third

Amendment through an Ordinance which permitted it

to bring about change in law without going through a

debate in Parliament, shows that it is keener to please

parties backing TRIPS i.e. the developed countries

under influence of large multinationals than in

discussing the issue thoroughly with the Indian public,

whether inside Parliament or outside. Given the way

the Indian Parliament works, there is full probability

of the current Ordinance being passed through

Parliamentary ratification process quietly when it meets

for the budget session.

It is not as if the Indian government did not have time

to prepare the Third Amendment in advance and thus

had to resort to an Ordinance to meet the January 2005

deadline of the TRIPS Agreement. The Draft bill has

been ready since December 2003 and was presented

by the previous NDA government. The New UPA

government has considered the same Bill which they

referred to a group of ministers before reintroducing it

to the Parliament. The scrutiny of the Bill was done

behind closed doors and the Ministers, in their wisdom,

decided to introduce it as an Ordinance, rather than

put it up for discussion in the Parliament. That a former

Prime Minister, P.V. Narasimha Rao, passed away and

the Parliament session was pre-maturely ended is no

excuse of having to issue an Ordinance as it was not

listed for discussion in the Parliament at all.

Significant public opposition to this move has been

registered in India. Affordable Medicines and Treatment

Campaign (AMTC) has pointed out the following

objections:

“Objections Against the Ordinance — Why is the

Ordinance TRIPS PLUS?

uuuuu The Ordinance extends the scope of patentability

beyond the TRIPS requirements by amending

Section 3(d) of the Patents Act to provide patents

to new use of known medicines. There is no

obligation under TRIPS to provide a patent to either

new use or new dosage of known medicines. (Pg

2 of the Ordinance)

uuuuu The Ordinance has limited the right of pre-grant

opposition. The objector is no longer treated as a

party, and will not have the right to participate in all

the proceedings in the grant of the patent. At the

most a written representation is allowed. There is

no obligation under TRIPS to change the pre-grant

opposition procedure. Currently there are

approximately 6,000 applications for patents

A time-line

F 1911: Indian Patents and Design Act.

F 1970: Patents Act (comes into force in 1972)

where Medicines, Food and Agro-chemicals are

put under process patents. Process patents-7

years, Product Patents 14 years duration.

F 1995: WTO-TRIPS Agreement comes into force.

F 1999: TRIPS compliance-first amendment to

Patent Act 1970-Setting up Exclusive Marketing

Rights and putting in place mechanism for

“mailbox”.

F 2002:  Second Amendment - Our Patents Law

brought in line TRIPs. Patent term 20 years for

product and process patents, national treatment,

change in burden of proof etc.

F 26th December 2004: Third Amendment-Putting

product patents for agro-chemicals,

pharmaceuticals, and food which was not covered

in the previous amendments.
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pending in the mailbox. In the absence of an

effective pre-grant opposition mechanism, these

6,000 applications would escape public scrutiny.

Pre-grant opposition is absolutely essential for

blocking trivial patents (Pg 9 of the Ordinance).

uuuuu The compulsory licence regime within the present

Patents Act contains cumbersome procedures

without any time line for the final disposal of the

application. Issuing compulsory licences for various

products is quite common in the developed

countries, but it has seldom been done in developing

countries like India . Therefore for the effective

working of the compulsory license mechanism,

procedures provided for compulsory licensing need

to be simplified.

uuuuu The Ordinance requires compulsory licensing by

an importing country with no or insufficient

manufacturing capacity in the pharmaceutical

sector. In this case, the Indian drug companies

would not be able to export to Least Developing

Countries (LDCs) in the absence of a compulsory

licence granted by the LDC. This provision only

helps Multi-National Pharmaceutical Companies

who want to block generics from entering countries

that desperately need cheap drugs (Pg 16 of the

Ordinance).”

Besides the Pharmaceutical sector, the Ordinance

also has implications for agro-chemical, food and

biotechnology sectors. While India has already

opted for a sui generis system for protection of

plant varieties and have enacted a law (Plant

Varieties Protection and Farmers Rights Act),

seeds developed through novel means have not

been categorically excluded by the Amendment.

This may permit patenting of seeds developed by

novel means-especially transgenic seeds. Since not

enough rigour seems to have been exercised in

discouraging minor modifications and claiming a

patent, protection of traditional knowledge has

been given a low priority by the current

Amendment.

The Government of India’s keenness of sticking to

the TRIPS deadline without any attempt to initiate a

public discussion is highly disturbing. Apart from the

local citizenry, many developing countries, especially

in Africa were looking towards India for leadership as

well as for continued production of low cost

medication, especially for HIV/AIDS. The Government

surely had multiple options before it, the most obvious

being:

1. It could have put up the Bill for discussion in the

previous Parliamentary session (as the Bill was

already ready) but chose not to.

2. It could have listed the Bill for discussion during

the December session of the Parliament.

3. It would have left the deadline lapse and gone

through the WTO dispute settlement mechanism if

any other country objected (its not the first time

that a WTO deadline has lapsed. In fact, the WTO

story is all about missed deadlines).

Clearly, the government was not in a position to be

able to ensure smooth passage of the Third

Amendment to the Patent Act 1970 and was fearful of

the debate. Interestingly, the two largest parties in

Parliament, the Congress (I) and the BJP, which lead

the ruling UPA and the opposition NDA respectively

have similar positions of favouring the required

Amendment. However, there is strong resistance from

the left of centre and leftist parties to this Amendment.

While multiple compulsions act on governments,

clearly the temptation of the end of quotas

established through the Multi-Fibre Arrangement

seems to have been too strong a bait for the Indian

government. India has been waiting for the MFA

Quota based trading regime to go with baited

breath as it expects to be able to take advantage

of its garment manufacturing capacities to corner

a large chunk of the developed world market.  The

fears of restrictions (or the cross-retaliation

threats) under the WTO system seems to have

forced the government to push the required

changes to the Patent Act 1970 through an

Ordinance - a deed that could have profound

implications for public health, not only in India

but for many people across the developing world.

Whatever the behaviour for the Central Government,

it has also created a window - a window to make WTO

based commitments accountable to the people at least

through a debate in the Indian Parliament. It is up to

interested Members of Parliament and vigilant civil

society organizations to effectively lobby for the

Ordinance to be defeated and/or made in line with

requirements of public health and food security. If this

aspect of WTO can be debated in Parliament, due to

the requirement of Amendment to an inhibiting national

law- in this case the Patent Act 1970-then surely other

dimensions also need to be debated and recognized

that  it is WTO requirements that are drivers of change.

Privatization of basic services, liberalization of the tax

and visa  regimes to permit easy entry and repatriation

of income of foreign managerial staff/consultants of

large multinationals etc. should all be debated in the

overall context of WTO impositions and not seen as

isolated from broader global processes.

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
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The Government of India issued the Patents (Amendment) Ordinance, 2004 on December 27,2004. The

Ordinance amends the Indian Patents Act, 1970 for the third time to introduce product patent protection for

drugs, food and chemicals. The Ordinance also makes a number of other changes in the Indian Patents Act.

The Ordinance comes into effect from January 1,2005. Commerce and Industry Minister, Mr. Kamal Nath

said that the Ordinance brings the Indian Patents Act in full conformity with the international intellectual

property system in all respects, on terms that are practical and credible.

Salient features of the Patents (Amendment) Ordinance, 2004

a) Extension of product patent protection to all fields of technology (i.e., drugs, food and chemicals);

b) Deletion of the provisions relating to Exclusive Marketing Rights (EMRs) (which would now become

redundant), and introduction of a transitional provision for safeguarding EMRs already granted;

c) Introduction of a provision for enabling grant of compulsory licence for export of medicines to countries

which have insufficient or no manufacturing capacity, to meet emergent public health situations (in accordance

with the Doha Declaration on TRIPS and Public Health);

d) Modification in the provisions relating to opposition procedures with a view to streamlining the system by

having both Pre-grant and Post-grant opposition in the Patent Office;

e) Addition of a new proviso in respect of mailbox applications so that patent rights in respect of the mailbox

shall be available only from the date of grant of patent, and not retrospectively from the date of publication.

f) Strengthening the provisions relating to national security to guard against patenting abroad of dual use

technologies;

g) Clarification of the provisions relating to patenting of software related inventions when they have technical

application to industry or are in combination with hardware;

h) Rationalisation of provisions relating to time-lines with a view to introducing flexibility and reducing the

processing time for patent applications, and simplifying and rationalising procedures.

i) Processing time for patent applications, and simplifying and rationalising procedures.

Ordinance Issued by Government of India to
amend the Indian Patents Act

Minister, Medicine and You

Mr Kamal Nath had said in December that with the new patents regime coming into effect today, if the R&D was

protected in the pharmaceutical industry, consumers would ultimately benefit since they would have access to more

advanced medicine. Better drugs will certainly reach the market, but that’s no guarantee for their access. Drugs may

be considered accessible when they are available and affordable. Anti-retroviral therapy, for example, is available. But

less than 10 per cent of people living with HIV/ AIDS can access it in India.

To that the minister would say, as he’d said earlier, that the government has enough safeguards like compulsory

licensing and price control to keep the prices in check. Though the state’s asking for licensing won’t infringe on the

TRIPs’ regulations, hardly any part of the DPCO (Drug-Price Control Order) could remain in its present stringent form.

If prices remain controllable after all this hue and cry over the patents  law, what are people crying their voices hoarse

for ?

Here is the problem in price regulating mechanisms : in almost all segments, the brand leader for a drug (i.e. the brand

with the highest turnover) is usually the most expensive. This also defies the argument that market forces and

competition stabilise drug prices. A class of product, say — mobile phone services, has seen a checked price regime

only because there, service providers are dealing directly with people. Whereas in case of drugs, pharma companies

don’t sell their products directly to people.

History supports our apprehension — In 1995-96, after a round of price decontrol through the Drug Price Control

Order (DPCO) 1995, most drugs’ prices had shot up. Ditto 2002-03. With each amendment of the 1970 Act, more

leeway was given to the inventor and the prices shot up. This amendment cannot be different — rules the TRIPs.

“...India gives herself opportunities in exports and potential to become a hub in R&D-based clinical research

outsourcing, specially in bio-tech,” Mr Kamal Nath said.

This is redoubtable. The onus now lies on the industry, of which pharma is a part, to shun its lackadaisical state and

improve upon the pitiable percentage of Indian patents abroad.

Source:The Statesman
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On December 27, the Centre issued the Patents

(Amendment) Ordinance, 2004. The ordinance amends

the Indian Patents Act, 1970 for the third time with a

view to introducing product patents for drugs, food

and chemicals. With this, India claims to have

conformed to the Trade-Related Intellectual Property

Rights (TRIPS) Agreement of the World Trade

Organisation. Even so, it is a mystery why the redeeming

provisions permissible even in the TRIPS Agreement

have not been included. The ordinance virtually rules

out access and availability of medicines at low cost.

To give a recent instance, multinationals charged

$12,000 annually per person for AIDS anti-retroviral

(ARV) drugs, but were compelled to reduce prices

because India under the existing process patent regime

introduced generic versions of the ARV drugs at $140

annually per person. Countries like Pakistan under

product patent are already reeling under monopoly

prices charged by MNCs. According to reports,

Pakistan’s consumers could have saved over Rs 100

crore on only nine medicines in 1995 if the companies

had offered Indian prices. These medicines constituted

14% of the retail market in Pakistan. At Indian prices,

the expenditure incurred by the people of Pakistan on

those medicines would have fallen to a third, resulting

in a 66% saving. The saving would have been still more

phenomenal at current prices. For example, 10 tablets

of the anti-inflexilant cipro flexocine cost Rs 50 in India,

against Rs 400 in Pakistan. Anti-ulcer medicine

ranitidine costs Rs 74 a packet in Pakistan, against Rs

5 in India.

Faced with this reality, some of us urged the

government against amending the law to switch over

to product patents. But it appears the Centre does not

have the political will to take on the MNCs. It has in its

ordinance not made changes that are permissible even

under TRIPS following the 2001 Doha Declaration on

public health. The Doha Declaration states that TRIPS

should be interpreted and implemented in a manner

supportive of WTO members’ rights to protect public

health and promote access to medicine for all.

Our present Patent Act strikes a balance between the

property rights of a patentee and the public interest

involved in cheap availability of medicine. It empowers

the controller of patents to grant a licence to produce

any such product to any person on terms as he thinks

fit, even if the patentee has refused to do so. This

equitable provision has also been accepted by Doha

Declaration. Following this, Brazil, Canada, China

provide for compulsory licence being granted on

reasonable terms if the patentee has refused to comply

in spite of commercial terms having been offered. The

deliberate omission of this public interest provision in

Wrong Medicine: Patent Ordinance
to Drive Up Drug Prices

By- Rajindar Sachar

the ordinance, even though permitted under the TRIPS

Agreement, is hard to explain. The absence of such

provisions for compulsory licensing will only enable

MNCs to charge monopoly prices.

Another serious flaw in the ordinance is that it proposes

to do away with the effective pre-grant opposition

procedure.

At present, there are 6,000 pending applications

(received during 1995-2004). Though for- mally

permitting a pre-grant opposition to the grant of patent,

the 2004 ordinance states that the controller will not

give a hearing to a person opposing the grant. This

provision reduces the pre-grant opposition virtually to

a mockery; it seems all the more objectionable when

countries like Australia, New Zealand and Pakistan have

granted full pre-grant hearing to the objector. This

denial will lead automatically to the grant of patent to

most of these 6,000 mailbox applicants and expose local

manufacturers to patent infringement charges. A

provision should be made that the products already in

the market between 1995 and 2004 should be immune

from challenge for patent infringement as a result of

patents being granted to any of these 6,000 applicants.

The ordinance has not pro-perly incorporated the August

30 decision of the TRIPS General Council, which

permits the grant of compulsory licen-ces for export

purposes to countries with no or insufficient

manufacturing capacity in the pharmaceutical sector.

The ordinance proposes to permit compulsory licensing

to a country with no or insufficient manufacturing

capacity in the pharmaceutical sector, if there is a

corresponding patent in the importing country. This

ignores the fact that in many cases there may not be

any patent protection in the importing country, because

the deadline for Least Developing Countries (LDCs) to

comply with TRIPS is 2016. In such a situation, Indian

drug companies cannot export to LDCs, leaving the

field open to MNCs.

With so many dangers looming on the public health

horizon, the government should not have issued an

ordinance. These are matters that need to be debated

fully in Parliament. The facile explanation that had the

ordinance not been issued, it would have violated the

January 1, 2005, deadline — by which time India was

expected to change the patent law to comply with TRIPS

and incur penalty if it didn’t — is an imaginary ghost.

UK, France, Argentina delayed making amendments to

conform to TRIPS by three years, one year and four

years, respectively, without incurring any penalty.

The government should repeal the ordinance. The matter

must be left to the wisdom of the representatives of

the people in Parliament.
(The author is former chief justice of Delhi high court.
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Software Patents a Blow to India

By Prabir Purkayastha

The latest patent ordinance has already raised strong

protests from the people for favouring global

pharmaceutical MNCs (multinational corporations).

What has gone relatively unnoticed is its attack on

the software industry, where computer programs

(read software) can now be patented. The new

ordinance has supposedly been brought in to make

the Indian Patent Act TRIPS compliant.

The Old Act (modified in 2002) has exactly the

language given in TRIPS (the WTO Agreement on

Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property) on

this count, so it was fully TRIPS compliant. Therefore,

the attempt to sneak in software patenting under the

guise of meeting the TRIPS deadline is completely

malafide. Even worse, this major step has been taken

bypassing the parliament and without any debate in

the country.

Kapil Sibal, the minister for science and technology,

is reported to have said that patenting of software is

due to the demand of the Indian software industry

whom it will help. We understand from government

sources that Nasscom is supposed to have supported

this measure.

Considering that India is known to have very

few software products, a highly protective

Intellectual Property regime in software, which

includes even patent protection, can only harm

the Indian industry. For this reason, no

developed country except the US has provided

for patent protection for software. In view of this,

the only conclusion is that the government of

India has given in to the pressure of the US

government and US companies, with Nasscom

acting at their behest.

The Indian Patent Act, as modified in 2002 had made

non-patentable the following:

A mathematical method or a business method or a

computer prgramme per se or algorithms.

The recent amendment states instead:

A computer programme per se other than its technical

application to industry or a combination with hardware;

a mathematical method or a business method or

algorithms.

A Dangerous Move

If we go beyond the legality, the amendment means

that while a mathematical or business method or an

algorithm can not be patented, a computer program

which has a technical application in any industry or

which can be incorporated in hardware can be

patented. Since any commercial software has some

industry application and all applications can be

construed as technical applications, obviously it opens

all software to patenting.

That the government would even contemplate bringing

an entire industry under patenting without any

semblance of a debate or without it being placed in

the parliament must rank as an act of betrayal of the

Indian people. By the government's own admission,

the only issue on which there was a time constraint

was to bring in the product patent regime and make it

TRIPS compliant by end-2004.

There was no such pressure on the software

patenting where we were already fully TRIPS

compliant. So why was this added to the Patents

Ordinance? Under whose pressure? Or was Steve

Ballmer's (CEO of Microsoft) presence in India in

this period merely a coincidence? Is it also a

coincidence that Microsoft and Nasscom co-hosted

some programs together?

Why is patenting a problem for the software industry?

After patenting was allowed in the US, smaller

developers and independent software companies have

been under severe attack. Large companies have the

ability to buy up patents, keep on filing patents and

can tie up smaller companies in costly lawsuits for

years.

Therefore, moving from a copyright regime to

a software patenting one simply makes the cost

of developing new software many times higher.

Copyright is virtually automatic, there are no

costs associated with copyrights; patents have

to be filed and filing imposes fairly high costs. If

they have to be filed in a number of countries,

the costs multiply.

As India has very few software products, - the

industry supplies "bodies" (body shopping) to develop

software for global giants - such a regime would push

up the costs of the users of software as a whole and

also make it almost impossible for Indian companies

in the future to break into the global software market

with its own products.

The Indian software industry would be much better

served by taking the Free/Open Source route. This

would not only make the costs to the user much

smaller, but also make it possible to generate

innovative products without being shut out by

debilitating patent battles.

Why is software patenting so dangerous? Software

patents do not patent programs; if they did only that,

it would be a minor irritant. What they do is to patent

the idea on which the software is developed. And if
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ideas can be patented, then a range of applications

can be claimed to have infringed some idea or the

other.

Unlike copyright, which only protects the code as

written, patents protect the idea underpinning the code.

Thus, copyright protection protects what we write;

others can copy the idea but not the actual code. Thus

we can copy Shakespeare's plots (which is also what

Shakespeare did) but not his language.

Obstacle to Software Development

Patent protection is much broader. It carves out an

entire area into which others can stray at their peril.

Quite often, neither the patent holder nor the others

know the extent of the area which it covers. This is

what leads to litigation and can be used by large

companies to drive out competition. Richard Stallman,

the founder of the GNU Project and proponent of

Free Software says, "Software patents are patents

which cover software ideas, ideas which you would

use in developing software. That is what makes them

a dangerous obstacle to all software development."

It is then possible for companies such as IBM, (which

held 9000 patents in 1990 and probably holds many

times that number today) to claim that any product

violates an idea contained in any of these patents. As

neither the patent office nor the judicial system

understands the concepts and ideas on which software

is built, they then tie up smaller companies for years.

Even if a completely novel idea is used by a company,

IBM (or Microsoft) could say that the package as a

whole violates some other patents that it holds and

therefore the smaller company should cross-license

its idea with IBM in lieu of IBM allowing them to use

these patents. Both tactics have been used by

companies against their rivals, with the large and well-

heeled companies wielding an obvious advantage.

One of the classic patent cases was the data

compression technique used in reducing the size of

data files. The LZW compression algorithm was

patented in 1984, well after a number of companies

had introduced it into their products. They had either

to re-engineer their products or pay high licence fees.

Even today, all software using the GIF format has to

pay royalties. Public Encryption key software could

not be used again for similar reasons.

US-based Amazon.com holds a patent on "one-click

shopping"; any company that wants to use a similar

idea can be sued. From zipping of files to implementing

an automatic recalculation function in spreadsheets,

all have come under attack for violating an idea

contained in some patent. One can go on to a long list

of such patents and patent cases, all of which hinge

on the US law allowing software patenting. It

obviously creates enormous hurdles for software

developers. There is no way a developer can even

figure out what has been patented and he or she often

finds it out only after some company takes him or her

to court. As long as the software is not successful,

nobody bothers. But if it succeeds in the marketplace,

it would be sure to face challenges from major

software companies.

Patent Protection and Innovations

For those who are suggesting that patent protection

helps innovators, a look at India's own development

of its software industry would be of help. India started

its software industry only after IBM was driven out

of the country. Before that, there was no software

industry worth the name, with software and hardware

being imported from IBM. Once IBM left, Indian

computer companies developed computers using the

UNIX operating system, which was in the public

domain. This led to the presence of a large number

of skilled software professionals with UNIX

experience who were also writing high-level

applications for making the entire computer system

work.

With companies such as HP and Sun challenging

IBM, UNIX became the de facto operating

system platform for such companies. The

demand in Silicon Valley for UNIX programming

skills stemmed from this turn of events. This

led to Indians establishing a major market

presence there, with companies such as Wipro

opening UNIX support teams. If either of the

two conditions - UNIX being available in the

public domain and IBM having been kicked out

- did not exist, the Indian software industry may

have well followed the path of the Indian

hardware industry.

Opposition to Software Patenting

In Europe, there is huge opposition to software

patenting, with small business organisations, leading

scientists, and economists opposing this measure. The

European Parliament has been forced to defer

software patenting several times. The European

Commission put forward a proposal in February 2002

for a Directive on the Patentability of Computer-

implemented inventions, also referred to as the

Software Patents Directive. The directive aims to

clarify what is patentable and what is not at  European

level, given the many different national laws on

patenting. In this directive, only software, which is

embedded in hardware, is sought to be opened for

patent protection.

It should be noted that the directive does not aim to

make it possible to patent pure computer programs: it
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would only apply to computer software integrated into

an appliance. This makes it much more restrictive

than the amended Indian Patent Act, which opens

out any technical application of a programme to

industry or its realisation in hardware for patenting.

Even with this restriction, the critics of the EU

directive have pointed out that a patent on software

is in effect a patent on an idea, while traditionally

patents have been restricted to concrete physical

inventions only. By making this amendment, it is

possible to implement algorithms in hardware and then

claim patent protection for this. Once an idea can be

patented if it is burnt into hardware, the argument for

extending it to a software implementation gains

ground. In fact, the first breach in the US for making

software patentable came through this route.

Most small business organisations in the EU have

opposed the directive, as in their view this would

favour large companies over small, innovative ones.

The software community, particularly the EU Linux

community, have said that it would have massive

ramifications for things such as open source software.

A number of countries have opposed the directive,

the latest being Poland. At present, even this limited

patenting of software in EU is on hold. That India,

which has a much greater stake in software,

should put in its statutes something so

retrogressive does not speak well of this

government. That it should do so without even

a semblance of debate is doubly unfortunate. It

is to be hoped that good sense will prevail and

it will take out the software patenting clause

from the Act that it puts before the parliament.

(Courtesy: People's Democracy)

India: The Pharmaceutical Industry Post-TRIPS
By T K Rajalakshmi

The debate over the patenting of pharmaceuticals rages in a country with a large domestic industry and

considerable international clout.

Until the early 1970s, Indian patent law was relatively strict. Drug prices were amongst the highest in the

world and only 30 per cent of sales were manufactured domestically. In 1972, however, the 1970 Indian

Patents Act came into force, loosening patent protection. Pharmaceutical processes but not products could be

patented and only for seven years.

In the next 20 years the industry flourished. By the year 2000, 500,000 people were employed in a sector

comprising 20,000 private enterprises, and domestically produced drugs accounted for over 70 per cent of the

market. India is the world’s fourteenth-largest  market for pharmaceutical products in value terms and the

fourth largest market in unit terms. Exports of finished formulations rose from $9.6 million in 1980–81 to $1.3

billion in 1999–2000.

Nearly 65 per cent of the Indian export market is to the developed world. The larger companies both copied

drugs patented elsewhere and fostered R&D. However, although the money spent on R&D reached $66

million in 1999–2000, as a percentage of overall sales it remained very low, averaging two per cent of turnover.

During this period, prices fell significantly. By the 1990s, the cost of both patented and non-patented

drugs in India was much lower than in the developed world and significantly less than in neighbouring

Pakistan, where health and income conditions were similar but patent protection had not been abolished.

To comply with TRIPS, the 1970 Act was first amended in 1999, though not agreed by Parliament until May

2002. This changed the law in several key areas. Perhaps the most important was that product patents would

be recognised – although applications will not be processed until December 2004 (the “mailbox” system).

Exclusive marketing rights were to be granted before then if a patent for the product had been granted in

another WTO member country – and the application had not previously been rejected in India.

Some prominent sections of the industry are very much in favour of the new laws. But they recognise that

investment in R&D will have to be stepped up. Most Indian pharmaceutical companies spend less than 0.25

per cent of turnover on R&D. Overall, this needs to be increased to nine per cent to keep abreast of global

competition.

Amar Lulla, joint managing director of Cipla, a leading Indian pharmaceutical company that exports generic

versions of ARV drugs, feels that while companies may stand to gain from product patenting, the consumer

will suffer. “Unlike other consumables, medicines are not a matter of choice but necessity. Patents mean a

monopoly and the right to charge any price.”
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Global Campaign Against
Indian Patent Amendment

“We call February 26, 2005, the Global Day of Action

against Indian Patent Ordinance."

“We call it the Anti-Patents day for drugs”

“We call the day we refuse to be taken for granted by

the Price-Setters, Institutions and Governments.”

“We call February 26, 2005, Our day to Say “We fight

for our right to health.” Our life should not be held at

premium against our ability to pay”

“No to patented, expensive drugs, Yes to generic,

affordable drugs. Yes to Life!”

“We say “NO” to patent amendments in India. We say

“YES” to our sense of justice and humanity – roll back

the patent amendments.”

February 26, 2005 has been named a day of international

protest against the actions of the Government of India.

People around the world are calling to question the

humaneness of a patent modification that permits the

private sector to profit from public health. The Indian

Patent Ordinance prescribes “TRIPS-PLUS” standards,

which takes the country beyond the commitments

agreed to under the TRIPS agreement. Instead there is

a roll back of the most progressive Patents Act in

developing countries. The Patent act has fostered the

pharmaceutical industry in India, provided affordable

medication to millions within India and the rest of the

developing world. As of December 26, 2004, by

Presidential Ordinance, the patent Act has been

modified; we now face Product Patent protection for

pharmaceuticals and agrochemicals in India.

While Article 7 & 8 of TRIPS allows for contrary

national regulation in the interest of public health, the

government of India has not heard or interpreted the

TRIPS regulation in this perspective. The rest of the

world is not silent and will speak out on February 26,

2005. Consider an extreme example, more than 5 million

people in India are living with HIV and 0.5 million of

these need immediate anti-retroviral (ARV) treatment.

Only 0.44 million people living with HIV in all developing

countries currently have access to ARV treatment. This

access has been greatly facilitated by the Indian generic

pharmaceutical companies bringing down prices of

medicines by drastically. Presently, Indian generic

manufacturers export generic medicines to over 200

countries.

The same is the case with other ailments like cancer,

cardiovascular diseases etc. For instance, the anti-

cancer drug Gleevec costs $2500 per month while

generic version of the same is available at $250 per

month in India. An Exclusive Marketing Right (EMR)

that has been granted to Novartis A.G., the manufacturer

of Gleevec, is already threatening availability of the

generic drugs.

The Ordinance provides patent protection to agro-

chemicals and fertilisers enabling the companies to

charge monopoly prices. High costs of pesticides will

result in costlier foodgrains and will negatively hit

consumers, especially the poor. The Ordinance also

brings software under the purview of patent protection

furthering the digital divide.

Global Coalition against the Indian Patent Amendment

believes that India has a duty to place public health

concerns and access to medicines for people over the

commercial interests of pharmaceutical companies.

Public interest groups in India are gravely concerned

that the Ordinance will trade away India’s right to protect

public health including availability of low-cost, quality

generic medicines. In other words, accepting the

Ordinance will have the effect of losing even the

minimum space available within the TRIPS agreement

to protect health.

We call upon like-minded groups and individuals all over

the world to observe a Global Day of Action (GDA) on

26 February 2005 to demand access to generic drugs

in India and elsewhere. In the past, such actions resulted

in major victories and forced pharmaceutical companies

to drop suits against the South African government

(March 2001) and also compelled the US to change its

decision to approach the WTO Dispute Settlement Body

against Brazil (June 2001). We hope this time too,

people’s unity will win over corporate power and force

the government of India to replace the Ordinance with

the new Bill and to tackle the public health concerns in

India and elsewhere.

Public interest groups and individuals all over the world

are requested to hold protests in the form of rallies,

marches and vigils against the Patents Ordinance.

Groups can also formally convey their protest to the

Indian embassies and consulates. A website is being

created to coordinate the activities and facilitate sharing

of information on GDA (www.gcaipa.org). The

website www.gcaipa.org would be accessible to the

public from 0900 hrs GMT on 09.02.2005

In Solidarity

Global Coalition against the Indian Patent Amendment

(GCAIPA)

GCAIPA is an informal network of groups and

individuals that are working to ensure access to

treatment, food, information, etc. There are many more

organisations and individuals behind this campaign and

lot more are joining.
○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ Press Release: 8th February 2005
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Patents and the Pharmaceutical Industry

Patents have often been a source of dispute between

nations. Richer countries tend to insist on patents to

protect manufacturers, while poorer ones tend to

ignore them in order to create wealth. In the nineteenth

century, the US built up its industrial base by copying

many British inventions; today it is one of the strongest

defenders of the patent system.

The first patent statute was passed in Venice, Italy in

1484, but many countries have not had a patenting

system until recently. Even in the North,

pharmaceutical patents were not fully applied in many

countries until the 1970s. During the same decade

India and Brazil loosened patents on pharmaceuticals,

partly for the benefit of public health and partly to

stimulate national economic development.

The argument underlying wide recognition of patents

is that they provide financial incentives for research

and development (R&D). Innovations often require

substantial investment of time and money and if an

invention is made public without patent protection,

the inventor may not be able to recoup or benefit

from that investment. Without patents, or if patents

are ignored, there would be less incentive to innovate

and, in the pharmaceutical industry, fewer new drugs

to tackle such diseases as HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis

and cancer.

Those who favour weak patent protection argue that

the monopoly granted to patents allows the patent

holder to charge high prices, depriving the poor of an

essential product or technology. Without the ability to

copy patented products, particularly in countries where

the patent holder has little commercial interest, nations

will not be able to use and develop new technologies.

“Applying stringent patent protection in developing

countries will not generate more revenue for

companies, but it will significantly limit poor people’s

access to vital medicines,” says the British non-

governmental organisation Oxfam.

The Pharmaceutical Industry

Generally speaking, medicinal drugs are made by two

kinds of companies.

• Pharmaceutical companies which primarily

undertake R&D and hold patents in their new

discoveries (also known as originators or the research-

based industry). Most pharmaceuticals are based in

the North. Patented products from the pharmaceutical

companies are often referred to as “brands”; Retrovir,

Viagra and Zantac are examples of branded goods.

• Generics manufacturers which primarily produce

medicines based on formulae in the public domain or

patented by other companies. They may do some

additional research to produce their own versions.

Generics are based both in the North and the

developing world.

The primary goal of both pharmaceutical and generic

companies is to make a profit. For pharmaceuticals,

profit mostly comes from the sales of patented drugs,

which only they have the right to manufacture and

sell. For generics, profit generally comes from selling

unpatented – no longer patented or patented

elsewhere – drugs at prices lower than those of their

competitors.

The pharmaceutical sector is overwhelmingly

Northern-based and dominated by a few large

multinational companies. Most of its profits are also

made in the North. Although developing countries

comprise over 80 per cent of the world’s population,

they only represent 21 per cent of global medicine

sales.

Research, Development and Marketing

New drugs only reach the market after a lengthy

process of R&D. This includes identifying,

synthesising, developing, testing (in laboratories and

on people) and securing approval for the new product.

While the importance of R&D is not denied, there is

considerable disagreement as to how costly it is.

Recent estimates of $802 million per drug that reaches

the market – a figure that includes the cost of failed

candidates – have been challenged by critics, who

claim that this figure ignores several factors that

significantly reduce costs. These include: the

contributions of publicly funded research and tax

deductions to R&D; the fact that significant funding

may be invested in trials to bolster marketing claims

rather than develop new products; the development

of new technologies that reduce the length of time

and procedures needed to develop new drugs.

Public Citizen, a US consumer organisation, claims

that once tax deductions and other accounting

practices are included, the figure is under $150 million

per new drug.9 The Global Alliance for TB. Drug

Development calculates that a new drug for

tuberculosis could be developed for $115–$240 million.

Costs in general could be reduced by moving R&D

to a developing country. B K Raizada, Senior Vice-

President of Indian medicine manufacturer Ranbaxy

Laboratories, estimates that R&D costs in his country

are about 30 per cent of those in the US. The Global

Alliance estimates the trial component for a new TB

drug in the South would be around $10 million,

compared to $27 million in the industrialised world.

Public institutions also play a major role in research,
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often discovering new molecules which are then

developed and marketed by the pharmaceutical

industry. Seventy per cent of therapeutically important

drugs introduced in the US between 1981 and 1991

were produced with government involvement; some,

such as AZT, DDI and D4t, which are all used in

HIV/AIDS treatment, have made considerable profit

for their manufacturers.

Both the academic and small biotechnology sectors

are proving to be greater pharmaceutical innovators

than the large, researchbased pharmaceutical

companies.

From one perspective, the public contribution to R&D

is increasing. Eighty per cent of new drugs were

generated entirely within companies in the 1960s, a

ratio which fell to about 50 per cent in the 1990s.

Observers estimate that 60 per cent of drugs would

not have been discovered or would have had their

discoveries delayed without public sector research.15

However, some analysts are concerned that the role

of the public sector is shrinking, as private funding of

research in universities increases and public research

is increasingly viewed as an investment that needs to

create economic value.

The industry spends more on advertising and

marketing new drugs than on R&D and until very

recently, pharmaceutical companies were consistently

among the world’s most profitable commercial

enterprises. In most cases, profits exceed spending

on R&D.16 The industry has been the most profitable

in the US for each of the past 10 years – in 2001 it

was five and a half times more profitable than the

average for Fortune 500 companies. The

compensation (salary, shares, bonuses etc) paid to

the industry’s highest officers reflects this: in 2001

the five highest-paid drug company executives

received over $183 million, considerably more than

the entire health budget of many impoverished

nations.

The Price of Drugs

The above costs, plus the costs of ingredients and

production, are factored into a manufacturer’s price

of a patented product. (Generic– unpatented – drugs

have relatively few R&D costs.) However, once these

costs are taken into consideration, the actual price

charged by manufacturers is primarily determined by

what the market will bear – how great a demand

there is for the product and, where demand is high,

whether there is competition.

The manufacturer’s price represents only part of the

price paid by consumers, who may be individuals,

governments or other healthcare providers. The

consumer price must also cover government taxes, if

any, and distributors’ and retailers’ margins. The

World Health Organisation (WHO) calculates that in

developed countries, the manufacturer’s price

typically represents 50 to 60 per cent of the final con

sumer price, while in some developing countries up

to 80 per cent of the consumer price consists of import

duties, taxes, distribution costs and dispensing fees.

Competition

Do patents lead to higher prices? The industry

responds that the link between patents and high prices

is weak or non-existent and price is not the only factor

in access to drugs. Apart from HIV/AIDS and drug-

resistant infectious diseases, almost all the leading

causes of death and illness in developing countries

can be treated or prevented by old, inexpensive drugs

and vaccines that have long been off patent. Yet few

people in the developing world with those diseases

are treated – under 15 per cent of people with

tuberculosis in India and Brazil receive life-saving

generic medicines.

The industry argues that patents are not a monopoly.

Patented medicines often compete with off-patent

products, and with each other. However, while that

is true for some illnesses and therapies, such as high

blood pressure, there are many cases in which

patented drugs do have a monopoly. There are many

patented antiretroviral (ARV) drugs, for example, but

the nature of HIV/AIDS treatment is such that the

patented drugs are not alternatives that compete with

each other but must be used in combination. Without

generic versions there would be no competition.

The industry points out that patented drugs form a

small percentage of drugs consumed. Only five per

cent of the top-selling 200 drugs in the US in 1994

Relative Spending by Pharmaceutical

Companies

Per cent of Per cent of
revenues spent revenues

on marketing/ spent
advertising/ on R&D
administration (2001)

Company

Merck 13 5

Pfizer 35 15

Bristol Myers Squibb 27 12

Abbott Laboratories 23 10

Wyeth 37 13

Pharmacia 44 16

Eli Lilly 30 19

Schering-Plough 36 13

Allergan 42 15
Source: Families USA (www.familiesusa.org/

new2001data.htm)
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were patented, as are fewer than 20 of the products

on the WHO Essential Drug List. However, although

patented drugs are a smaller proportion by volume,

they form a higher proportion of healthcare by cost.

The industry says that patents do not prevent the sale

of other drugs. For example, a 2001 study in 53

African countries concluded that patents on ARV

drugs for HIV had only been applied for in 172 of

795 possible cases. This had allowed importation of

the generic versions in the remaining 623 cases.23

Critics of the study point out that South Africa, the

region’s richest country and with the highest number

of people living with HIV, had most patents in force,

and that patents on particular drugs in other countries

often blocked use of the combination therapy that is

key to HIV treatment. In other words, patents are

applied for, and restrict choice, where there is a

potential market, as in South Africa.

The industry notes that competition from generics does

not always bring prices down: in 1999 Argentina had

annual dosage costs for two of the main AIDS triple

therapy drugs of over $10,000 per person per year,

even though the country had several generic

manufacturers, while in Brazil, with only one seller,

the cost was $5,019.25 However, Argentina appears

to be the exception rather than the rule. Prices of

ARVs have fallen substantially in most countries

where generic versions are available – from $10,000

a year to as little as $209 a year – while remaining

high elsewhere. In Uganda in October 2000, “there

was an 80 to 90 per cent price cut when [the leading

clinic] brought in generics”. And a 1995 study found

that the prices of new drugs were on average about

five times higher than for older drugs in Pakistan,

and as much as 25 times higher in Sri Lanka.

Extending patents

Tension persists over whether and how the period of

patents can be extended. While the TRIPS agreement

mandates 20 years’ protection from the time a patent

is first applied for, manufacturers argue that safety

regulation procedures can take eight or nine years,

thus reducing effective patent life to no more than

eleven years. The pharmaceutical industry is

therefore keen to extend patents whenever possible,

while generic manufacturers and others seek to limit

patent life.

This means that towards the end of a product’s patent,

two conflicting processes come into play. On the one

hand, the Bolar Provision, recognised in many, but

not all, countries, allows generic companies to develop

drugs (and research if necessary) while they are still

under patent so that they can stockpile them for sale

immediately the patent expires. On the other hand, to

protect a drug’s monopoly, manufacturers may claim

additional patents on drugs that are about to go off

patent – a process known as “evergreening”. The

industry is often accused of disguising minimal

developments with little or no additional therapeutic

value as innovations, claiming patents for them under

legal loopholes. “[Pharmaceutical] companies today

have found that the return on investment for legal

tactics is a lot higher than the return on investment

for R&D,” says Sharon Levine, associate executive

director of a US healthcare provider. A patent can

also be extended informally, if a pharmaceutical

company pays a generic manufacturer to delay

market entry of the generic version.

“Neglected” diseases

Pharmaceutical companies tend to restrict R&D

to commercially attractive products. Much

research is dedicated to conditions considered

priorities in wealthier countries; many, such as

baldness and erectile dysfunction, are not life-

threatening, while others, such as persistent

obesity, are only life-threatening in the long

term.

But very little R&D goes into diseases that occur

mainly in developing countries – life-threatening

conditions that only, or primarily, affect the world’s

poor – because the potential economic return is too

small to justify investment. Of 11 leading

pharmaceutical companies surveyed in 2001, only five

were undertaking research into sleeping sickness,

leishmaniasis and Chagas disease and only two

reported research into malaria. And of 1,393 new

drugs approved between 1975 and 1999, only 13 were

for tropical diseases.

Critics claim that Northern governments have failed

to influence drug development through direct funding

of appropriate research or through policies such as

tax incentives that might influence the private sector.

In comparison, the UN system has been more

proactive. In 1975 the Special Programme for

Research and Training in Tropical Diseases was

established with the objective of conducting research

into new medicines to help control a defined group of

tropical diseases. It also trains scientists and

strengthens institutions from disease-endemic

countries to encourage them to play a larger role in

the research process.
(Courtesy: The Panos Institute)
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Thailand: The Impact of Pressure From the US
By Jiraporn Limpananont

The US has imposed all kinds of pressure, including

sanctions, to force Thailand to buy products from

American companies.

Being able to buy essential drugs at an affordable price

is an important element in every public health system.

Thailand is no exception. Under intense pressure from

the US, however, changes in legislation have meant

that Thailand’s capacity to produce drugs for its own

people has been increasingly limited in the last decade.

Since 1975 the Pharmaceutical Research and

Manufacturers of America (PhRMA), representing all

major pharmaceutical companies in the US, has claimed

that because Thai patent law referred only to

pharmaceutical processes and not products, they  were

losing $30 million a year in sales. In consequence, the

US imposed $165 millions’ worth of sanctions on eight

Thai products exported to the US, which had a severe

impact on the Thai economy.

In August 1989 the Thai Food and Drug Administration

(TFDA) introduced an “interim measure” allowing a

minimum of two years’ market exclusivity for all new

drugs under a Safety Monitoring Program (SMP).

During this period, no generic product was allowed to

register. The conditionally approved drugs were only

available in public or private hospitals or clinics where

physicians can monitor adverse reactions and submit

periodical reports to the TFDA. In practice, however,

pharmaceutical companies used the SMP to maintain

market exclusivity and usually requested two one-year

extension periods, allowing them to extend the market

monopoly to four years.

In 1992 the Thai Patent Act was amended to include

protection for pharmaceutical products and the period

of protection was extended from 15 to 20 years from

filing date. However, because the Act did not cover

drugs invented prior to 1991, the US continued to apply

pressure on the Thai government. In 1994 the TFDA

revised the SMP regulation to provide protection for

products patented abroad between 1986 and 1991. The

agency also imposed processes that meant a branded

drug had five to six years before the generic equivalent

could be marketed.

Even though the Patent Act was implemented before

TRIPS, due to pressure from the US, its provisions

and regulations were sometimes even more restrictive

than the international agreement.

The Safety Monitoring Program has significantly

delayed development of generic equivalents for such

HIV drugs as fluconazole, ganciclovir, stavudine,

lamivudine and nevirapine, even though none of these

are patented in Thailand. However, some generic drugs

have completed the SMP, with the result that in 1998

the price of fluconazole fell from $6.10 to $0.60 per

200 mg capsule; two years later the cost of stavudine

decreased from $2.20 to $0.34 per 40 mg capsule.

In January 2001 the SMP was revised. Market
exclusivity was abolished for drugs benefiting from
the 1992 patent law and maintained for those drugs
that the US government sought to protect (drugs
patented abroad between 1986 and 1991), but even
these modest changes were challenged by the US
embassy.

In 2002 the Thai pharmaceutical industry consisted

of 171 small or medium-sized private companies,

17 large foreign joint-venture enterprises and the

publicly owned Government Pharmaceutical

Organisation (GPO). As the law changed, the

proportion of imported drugs went up from 34 to

45 per cent and that of locally manufactured drugs

went down from 65 to 55 per cent.

In 1995 the Intellectual Property Information Center

(IPIC) was established by the Department of Intellectual

Property (DIP) to improve the DIP’s examination

capability and make industrial property information

more accessible to the general public. However,

academics and generic product producers face many

problems in searching the IPIC database, because of

deficiencies in the software. Fewer bioequivalence

studies are being conducted for generics, partly because

of the long time needed to research the database and

the inability of government agencies to confirm patent

status. There are many reports of patent infringement

by original drug owners to stop the generic producers

in the pre-marketing process of drug registration.

DIP faces considerable constraints in granting product

patents. In 2000, of 5,049 patent applications filed

(about 1,000 of which referred to drugs), only 416

were granted. There are few officers in the Patent Office

responsible for granting pharmaceutical product patents

and none is a pharmaceutical scientist.

In May 2001, the AIDS Access Foundation and two

people with HIV living in Thailand filed a suit against

the pharmaceutical company Bristol Myers Squibb

(BMS) and the DIP. They claimed that both had illegally

issued a patent for the ARV didanosine without

specifying the range of ingredients per dosage, and thus

giving BMS unlimited exclusive rights. In October 2002,

the plaintiffs won their case, as a result of which, other

companies may produce didanosine using the same

formulation but with different quantities from that

specified in the patent.
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TRIPS and Pharmaceuticals: A Case of
Corporate Profits Over Public Health

By Cecilia Oh

THE  International AIDS Conference in Durban,

South Africa  from 9-14 July 2000 put the spotlight

yet again on the issue of affordability of essential

medicines. The issue of patented drugs and access

to essential medicines appeared  shaping up as a key

controversy.

The studies and statistics presented at the Durban

conference inform us that one year's worth of the

standard treatment of antiretroviral drugs costs

between US$4,000-6,000. This puts it out of the reach

of most of the people in the developing world, where

most HIV infections are recorded. It is estimated that

the current cost of antiretrovirals would have to be

reduced by 95% before they can be affordable to all

those who need them.

A key factor in determining the cost of a

particular drug is the patent on it. Of the 50%

of the patients in developing countries who lack

access to essential drugs, many die because the

drugs are patented and therefore too expensive.

These patented drugs include treatment for

tuberculosis and AIDS as well as the Hepatitis-

B vaccine.

Public health activists and consumer groups warn that

the World Health Organisation (WHO) estimates -

one third of the world's population lacks access to

essential drugs will further increase. They are

concerned that World Trade Organisation (WTO)

Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual

Property Rights (TRIPS) will give rise to factors that

will put access to essential drugs and healthcare out

of the reach of millions of people in developing

countries.

The problem with TRIPS

'We went to Geneva where we presented (our)

document to the staff of the GATT Secretariat. What

I have described to you is absolutely unprecedented

in GATT. Industry has identified a major problem in

international trade. It crafted a solution, reduced it to

a concrete proposal and sold it to our own and other

governments ... The industries and traders of world

commerce have played simultaneously the role of

patient, the diagnostician and the prescribing

physician.'

The above is a quote from an industry representative,

describing the role of industry in formulating the

TRIPS Agreement. It is therefore not surprising that

commentators describe the negotiation of the TRIPS

Agreement as one that was forced by the developed

countries against objections from many developing

countries.

The aim was to universalise the standards of

intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) protection

that developed countries had already

incorporated within their legal systems. Thus,

the TRIPS Agreement now requires all WTO

members to adapt their laws to the minimum

standards of IPRs protection. During the 1980s,

the gradual erosion of the developed countries'

supremacy in manufacturing and technology,

due to the rise of the Asian countries as

competitors, was a cause for concern. The

industrial lobbies convinced developed-country

governments on the need to link trade with

IPRs, in order to prevent imitation and to

increase returns on research and development.

Monopoly rights granted by IPRs were regarded

as crucial to prevent the developing countries

from further undergoing the 'catching-up'

process towards industrialisation based on

imitating and copying technologies, as the

developed countries themselves had done. In

other words, IPR protection was a tool to

guarantee the comparative advantage that had

so far ensured the developed countries'

technological supremacy.

Problems for developing countries

Prior to the negotiation of the TRIPS Agreement,

over 50 countries (including developed countries) did

not confer patent protection on pharmaceuticals.

Many developing countries regarded the absence of

protection as necessary to promote access to drugs

at competitive prices. Therefore, conforming to

TRIPS provisions by recognising and strengthening

protection of IPRs on pharmaceutical products and

processes will cause problems for developing

countries. Implementation of the TRIPS Agreement

may lead to high drug prices, low access and a

weakening of national pharmaceutical industries, due

to factors described below.

Twenty-year protection: The minimum term of 20-

year patent protection required by the TRIPS

Agreement effectively allows a pharmaceutical

company a monopoly over its patented drug. Free

from competition, the company will be able to keep

the price of the drug high during the protection period.

By virtue of TRIPS protection, no generic equivalent

can come into the market until expiry of the 20 years,

denying patients cheaper alternatives.

Product and process patents: The TRIPS Agreement

extends the scope of patent protection to both

products and processes. Product patents provide for
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absolute protection of the product, whereas process

patents provide protection in respect of the technology

and  method  of  manufacture.

A process  patent  system  promotes  a more

competitive environment and a check on prices, as

compared to the monopoly system created through

product patents. With the TRIPS requirement for both

product and process patents, it will therefore be

possible to apply for patent rights over a product for

20 years, and thereafter, further periods of protection

could  be  applied  for   the   processes  by  which the

product is produced.

Some experts also caution that the 20-year protection

can be (ab)used to extend the monopoly through

process patents as well as patents on usage form,

dosage form and combination form. In the US, for

example, patents have been taken on new

combinations of drugs even when the product patent

on the basic drug - the active ingredient - has long

expired. Monopoly protection would be extended

through minor changes to the existing medicines

where the product patents have expired.

Threat to domestic pharmaceutical industry:
Developing-country pharmaceutical producers will find
themselves pushed out of the market, having to
compete with the large transnational corporations
(TNCs). For the smaller producers in the developing
world which specialise in and depend on
manufacturing cheaper generic alternatives, this would
no longer be possible (until the expiry of the 20-year

period).

The TRIPS Agreement further requires patents
to be granted regardless whether the products
are imported or locally produced.This means
that patent holders can merely import their
product, without having to work the patent in
the country granting the right. This will mean
that a TNC can supply global markets under the
patent monopoly, exporting the finished product
instead of transferring technology or making
foreign direct investment. This rubbishes
TRIPS supporters' argument that strict patent
regimes will increase the flow of technology and

investment into developing countries.

Overriding patent rights

Notwithstanding the above, some provisions in the

TRIPS Agreement do provide certain exceptions to

patent protection of pharmaceuticals.

Parallel imports: Parallel importing is a means by

which developing countries could lower drug prices.

Where there are price differences for the same

product in different markets, it is possible to import

the product from the cheaper market for resale. The

principle of IPR exhaustion allows any interested

party from country A to purchase a product legally

sold in country B for resale in Country A, without the

consent of the patent holder.

Compulsory licensing: The use of compulsory licences

is not prohibited by the TRIPS Agreement, although

it is not specifically referred to in the agreement. The

government or court of law may grant a licence to a

third party to use a patent, without the patent holder's

consent, under specified conditions, such as in cases

of national emergency or extreme urgency, or to

remedy anti-competitive practices.  Experts consider

compulsory licensing a crucial element in increasing

the affordability and availability of drugs, while

ensuring that the patent holder is compensated for

the use of the patent.

Battle lines drawn ...

But some developing countries have been reluctant

to use these options for fear of trade sanctions by the

developed countries.

A report from Medecins sans Frontieres (MSF) details

the US government's pressure on Thailand to restrict

its use of parallel imports and compulsory licences.

The Thai government passed a law banning parallel

imports in 1992, under the threat from the US to limit

textile imports (parallel imports are allowed again after

amendments to the patent law which came into force

in 1999). Although patent law in Thailand provides

for compulsory licensing, MSF reports that the Thai

government - this time under threat of high tariffs on

imports of wood products and jewellery - passed

ministerial regulations in 1998 to restrict the use of

compulsory licences.

AIDS activists and health experts have criticised the

pharmaceutical companies for the lack of action on

their previous pledge to reduce drug prices. They insist

that one crucial method of improving access to drugs

is compulsory licensing, and have condemned the US

government's policy of protecting big business over

people's lives.

When the South African government sought to enact
the Medicines and Related Substances Control Bill,
the US government accused it of failing to adequately
protect American drug patents. The US objection
was directed at provisions in the law which would
allow for compulsory licences and parallel importing.
Despite the considerable pressure exerted on the
government and Parliament of South Africa, the bill
was passed in 1997. The pharmaceutical industry in
South Africa, backed by the TNCs and the
pharmaceutical lobby in the US, filed a legal challenge
to the new law. The US government, taking its cue
from its pharmaceutical lobby, began a process of
negotiations and threats to get the South African

government to change its stance.

It was only after intense campaigning by AIDS and

health activists - successfully embarrassing

Presidential candidate Al Gore and marring his
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campaign efforts - that the US retreated from its

position and eventually reached a resolution of the

matter. From reports, it is understood that South

Africa has made clear its intention to use compulsory

licensing and parallel importing in a TRIPS-compliant

manner, and that the offending provisions in the act

remain.

These incidents of unilateral pressure have provoked

outrage from many developing countries.

Commentators also point to the irony of the situation.

The US, like most developed countries, provides for

compulsory licensing in its national laws. The US also

grants perhaps the largest number of compulsory

licences (more than a hundred such licences have

been granted) to address anti-competitive practices

and for government uses.

It would appear that in the battle between the right to

health and the right to monopolies and profits, the

battle lines have been drawn between countries of

the South on one side, and the Northern governments

and their industrial lobbies on the other.

... at the World Summit for Social Development

The North-South battle lines were clearly drawn

during the UN World Summit for Social Development,

held in Geneva. The G77 group of developing

countries had proposed to exclude essential and life-

saving medicines from patentability, in order to ensure

access to such medicines. The developed countries -

including the US, the EU, Canada and Japan -

vehemently rejected this proposal, citing the need for

patents to stimulate research and development. In

response to Canada's call to delete the proposal, the

South African delegate had said: 'When you are going

to lose 25% of your productive work force due to

HIV/AIDS, you cannot be so blase with your

comments'.

The final agreed text does not include the G77 proposal

to exclude essential medicines from patentability, but

affirms countries' right to 'freely exercise' their legal

options in an unrestricted manner. This was a

reference to the pressure exerted by the US and its

pharmaceutical lobby on developing countries not to

exercise their option to take measures (such as

compulsory licensing and parallel imports) already

available to them under the TRIPS Agreement to

ensure access to essential medicines.

Although some experts are of the opinion that this
does not represent any change in terms of the
developing countries' obligations to implement the
WTO agreements, others believe that it is a point
well worth making.  It represented a moral victory
for the developing countries.

... and at the WTO

During preparations for the WTO's Third Ministerial

Conference, which took place in Seattle on 30

November - 3 December 1999, many developing

countries raised the issue of the imbalances and

inequities inherent in the WTO agreements.

The developing countries had expressed dismay that

having seen little of the benefits of the Uruguay Round

(of trade negotiations which resulted in the

establishment of the  WTO), they were now being

pressured to bear the considerable burden of

implementing their onerous obligations. With respect

to the TRIPS Agreement, developing countries were

concerned over the costs and the socio-economic and

developmental implications of establishing the strict

IPR regimes required. In this connection, developing

countries had tabled proposals for the reform of the

TRIPS Agreement.

Of relevance is a joint submission from the Like-

Minded Group of developing countries (comprising

Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Egypt, El Salvador,

Honduras, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Nigeria,

Pakistan, Sri Lanka and Uganda), which proposed

that 'the list of exceptions to patentability in Article

27.3(b) of the TRIPS Agreement shall include the

list of essential drugs of the World Health

Organisation'.

Conclusion

It is a legitimate concern that the TRIPS Agreement

does not adequately take into account public health

needs. The agreement has instead been described as

a 'charter of rights for patent holders'. There are no

specific obligations towards the governments granting

the patent rights. The interests of the consumers and

patients have also been ignored. In order to protect

the public interest of providing access to and

availability of medicines and healthcare, developing

countries will have to consider a wide range of factors.

However, a key factor must be the implications of

the TRIPS Agreement and its patent protection for

drugs and pharmaceuticals.

In this regard, developing countries must be allowed

to exercise the options already provided for in TRIPS

and other international agreements, free from

pressure. National legislation putting into effect the

compulsory licencing, parallel importing and other

options in a manner most conducive for the individual

health, economic and development needs of a country

should be considered of primary importance.

At the WTO, developing countries will have to fight

for their concerns to be effectively and promptly

addressed.

(Courtesy: Third World Network)
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Entitled to Subsidies !
By Devinder Sharma

Probably drawing inspiration from the influential work

of Nobel laureate Amartya Sen, the European Union

is using the same principles to reform its notorious

Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). While Sen's

entitlement theory focuses on the socio-economic

relationship with food, the CAP reforms uses the

entitlement approach to protect the massive

agricultural support it doles out to its miniscule farming

population.

The CAP reforms initiated in 2003, with

implementation slated to begin from 2005, have

ensured that the overall level of subsidisation of

Europe's farm producers will not change. The amount

of subsidy that a farmer receives in the reference

period 2000-2002 becomes his personal entitlement.

For the next ten years, till 2013, farmers are entitled

to receive the same amount of subsidy. All that he

must do is to ensure that he keeps the land, and if he

sells or rents a part of the land to another tiller, a

proportionate part of subsidy also goes to the new

cultivator.

The World Trade Organisation (WTO) will have little,

if any, control over taming these subsidies. Decoupling

the subsidies from production to single farm payments

means that the EU is justified in shifting the subsidies

from the 'blue box' to the 'green box'. Further to ensure

that the EU doesn't have to make any drastic

reduction commitments in blue box subsidies, the

recently agreed framework (also called July

framework) explicitly states: "In cases where a

Member has placed an exceptionally large percentage

of its trade-distorting support in the Blue Box, some

flexibility will be provided on a basis to be agreed to

ensure that such a Member is not called upon to make

a wholly disproportionate cut."

As if this were not enough, the EU has received

another waiver to keep the subsidies intact. Spelling

out the criteria for direct payments to farmers, Article

14 of the Framework for Establishing Modalities in

Agriculture (Annex A) of the July framework

agreement states: "Any new criteria to be agreed will

not have the perverse effect of undoing ongoing

reforms." Thank to the wisdom and analytical skill of

the developing country negotiators at WTO, Europe's

CAP reforms have for all practical purposes become

sacrosanct!

Before we try to understand the implications of CAP

reform on developing country agriculture, it is

important to see what it means to small farmers in

Europe. In 1999, 56 per cent of all EU agricultural

expenditure was in the form of direct payment to

farmers. Like elsewhere, it is the big industrial farms

that continue to receive the bulk of the direct

payments. Not more than 2.2 per cent of the 4.5 million

farms in Europe receive 40 per cent of the total

payments. This small but influential group of

farmers receive more than 50,000 euros each

every year. For reasons that remain unexplained

by proponents of free market economy, these

2.2 per cent of the farmers will continue to

receive the same level of direct payments year

after year until 2013.

The richest man in the United Kingdom, the

Duke of Westminster, who owns about 55,000

hectares of farm estates, receives an average

subsidy of 300,000 pound sterlings as direct

payments, and in addition gets 350,000 pounds

a year for the 1,200 dairy cows he owns. Under

the CAP reforms, his subsidy entitlement will

remain intact except that the subsidy he

receives for the cows will now be shifted to the

grasslands that he maintains. The reforms

therefore have helped the economists and EU

trade officials to justify the efforts they are

making in truning European agriculture WTO-

compatible without making any appreciable

subsidy reduction.

Interestingly, an earlier EU Commission proposal to

cap the direct payments at 300,000 euros in single

farm payments every year met with such stiff

opposition that it had to be withdrawn. The opposition

came from a mere 2,000 farmers (0.04 percent of all

farms), a majority of them living in eastern Germany

(1260) who receive more than this stipulated ceiling.

These are the farms which are industrially managed

and feed the large agribusiness companies. In other

words, these direct subsidies go indirectly to the

agribusiness companies.

For the small farmers, the direct support does not

exceed 5,000 euros a year. Such farmers constitute

78.6 per cent of the European farm holdings. While

the subsidy entitlements of small farmers may be

justified considering their socio-economic conditions,

it is obvious that a handful of rich farmers in Europe

are holding the global trade negotiations on agriculture

to ransom. These farms are located in prosperous

areas, and depending upon the industrial lobby whose

commercial interests are paramount, their political

lobbying becomes intense.

Take the case of maize. It now attracts the highest

price support among cereals, 475 euros per hectare

compared to 323 euros for wheat. The reason being

that maize is a crop that benefits the industry the most.

Approximately, 1600 million euros are distributed as
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direct payment to maize growers in mainly three

countries - Germany, Italy and France. At the same

time, direct payments are also provided to consolidate

diplomatic control over the developing countries

through the supply of improved livestock breeds.

France, for instance, supplies purebred rabbits for

breeding purposes to the Caribbean (and also to India),

subsidising each rabbit to the tune of 60 euro.

The subsidy benefit does not percolate to all

farmers. It is designed so that it benefits the

sector where the EU countries have more

commercial interests. The direct payments are

therefore loaded in favour of beef and veal

whereas poultry and pigmeat does not receive

the same level of support. Take beef for example,

the EU policy encouraged dairy farmers to also rear

a bull to become eligible for subsidy. Why bulls,

because the government was so far protecting the

interest of the slaughter houses. In other words, it

was a subsidy to the slaughter houses. Under the

new 'reforms', a dairy farmer is not expected anymore

to slaughter a bull to claim subsidy but instead maintain

the grassland under cultivation.

Huge subsidies also go to 'milk and milk products'.

The bulk of the milk subsidies have so far gone to the

milk retailers for producing skimmed powder and

products like ice-creams. The reforms will reduce

the intervention prices thereby lowering the domestic

prices for milk and milk products. This will result in

lower production of skimmed milk powder but the

world prices are not expected to make any

appreciable jump. For the dairy farmer, the subsidy

will move from the number of cows he keeps to the

area under grasslands. The overall milk quota will

however remain stagnant till 2013 and therefore the

reforms process is unlikely to make any meaningful

impact on international trade.

For the majority of the farmers, the CAP reform does

not provide any cut under the planned 'modulation'

that reduces direct payments to foster rural

development. For the remaining, the direct payments

have to be cut in an arithmetic proportion by a nominal

3 per cent in 2005, 4 per cent in 2006 and 5 per cent

in the following years. Two-thirds of Europe's farmers

will therefore continue to receive the same subsidy

entitlement of 5000 euros every year during the period

of the reform. The resulting distribution of funds

among the member countries will therefore differ

based on its farm structure and composition. In

Germany, for instance, 61.7 per cent farmers receive

less than 5,000 euros. In Portugal, this exemption will

benefit 96 per cent of the farmers (as they receive

less than 5000 euros in 2002).

Behind the complexities of the CAP structure and
the reform process, the real intention is only to
pacify the growing anger of the tax payers. With
mounting outrage, tax payers have begun to ask
uncomfortable questions about the necessity to
maintain farm support. The entire exercise in the
name of reforms is to make certain adjustments
that hoodwinks the tax payers to believe that
farming is multifunctional and also performs the
important role of environmental protection. The
subsidies are therefore being shifted from
production to environmental protection. In reality,
the EU Commission is not making any meaningful
change in the farming systems that become more
sustainable or environmentally safe.

The direct payments are not linked to environmental
protection. Payments are made without any

Retirement Benefit for Farmers !

It certainly is a dream world for farmers. There is not only subsidy to attract young people to the

farms, compensatory payments are provided at the time of quitting or suspending production. For

those who are growing old there are retirement benefits.

A farmer couldn't have asked for anything more. After all, these subsidies have not to be pruned or

phased out under the framework agreement of the World Trade Organisation (WTO) arrived at on

July 31, 2004. These are part of the structural adjustment assistance that the farmers will continue

to receive through resource retirement, investment aids and producer retirement programmes, and

therefore fall under the infamous (and legally justified non-trade distorting) 'green box' payments.

In 1999-2000, European farmers seeking retirement at the age of 55 received huge compensatory

payments. Such retirement benefits totalled a whopping 793 million euros. In terms of Indian rupees,

it comes to a staggering Rs 4,362-crore. In simple words, the retirement subsidy that EU provided to

its farmers quitting agriculture equalled almost the total subsidy that India shells out for its 600

million farmers. These subsidies may be shifted under the category of retirement fund in the days to

come. India provides annually Rs 5,000-crore subsidy for agriculture, all of it indirectly in the form

of cheap inputs.

The early retirement programme has been in existence for ten years. In 2002, the share of budgetary

support for early retirement was relatively smaller.
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consideration of the environmental relevance of these
crops, mainly in the arable lands which are under
intensive and industrial farm practices. Except for a
small set of 'rural development' measures that will
bring in an additional diversion of 1.2 billion euros
every year, the entire focus of European farming
remains highly skewed and unsustainable. In fact,
given the groundwater contamination and the
destruction of soil structure and fertility, Europe's
agriculture tops the global chart in environmentally
unfavourable and highly unsustainable farming
systems.

No wonder, EU support for environmental

programmes is increasing. In 1998-99, EU made

available 4,965 million euros under various

environmental programmes, which increased to 5,458

euros the next year. Environment subsidies alone are

more than seven times what the Indian farm sector

gets as state support. EU makes the highest provision

for environmental protection programme, followed by

Japan, Switzerland and USA. Interestingly, a

significant proportion of these subsidies (especially

in Germany) are provided under the MEKA

programmes. Talking to German farmers, it becomes

apparent that these subsidies are in reality a bonus

payment. Farmers are not even sure of the purpose

of these subsidies and are utilising these to write-off

their expenses under other heads. In short, it is an

additional income support that is being doled out to

farmers.

Whatever be the impact of CAP reforms on

domestic agriculture in Europe, the fact remains

that the entire exercise is to reinforce the

protective ring around European agriculture.

Whether these subsidies are socially and

environmentally justified is a matter of internal

debate for the EU member nations but when

such highly subsidised agriculture is linked to

international trade, it brings in glaring

inequalities in the trade regime negatively

impacting the farmers in the developing world.
EU agriculture subsidies (including the environmental
subsidies) provide a cushion for the European farmer
that insulates them from the volatility of the commodity
markets. Whether the international prices fall or rise,
European farm income remains largely unaffected.

On the other hand, the fate of the developing country
farmer swings violently along with the price
fluctuations. Sen's entitlement theory does not examine
the complex scenario of the politics of agriculture. It
had however successfully argued that war and politics
diverts supplies of food that should have otherwise
reached vulnerable groups. What we know for sure
is that the complete impact on human lives - women
and children in particular - and the resulting loss in

livelihood security and thereby the accelerated march
towards hunger and destitution cannot be easily
quantified. Surging food imports have hit farm
incomes and had severe employment effects in many
developing countries. Unable to compete with cheap
food imports, and in the absence of any adequate
protection measures, income and livelihood losses

have hurt women and poor farmers the most.

True reform in agriculture is only possible when the
global community accepts the guiding principle that
food for all is an international obligation. It can only
be achieved when the need for national food self-
sufficiency becomes the cornerstone of the
Agreement on Agriculture. It can only be put into
practice when the developed and the developing
countries refrain from a battle of food supremacy to
reorient efforts to bring equality, justice and human
compassion in addressing the mankind's biggest
scourge - chronic hunger and acute malnutrition.

Since the developing countries cannot provide an equal
amount of subsidy entitlements to its estimated three
billion farmers, it is imperative to seek restoration of
quantitative restriction and appropriate tariff
structures before to prevent deluge of cheaper food
and agricultural products and thereby protect their
exchange entitlements. It will be a betrayal of the
national interests if the developing countries allow any
further progress on the contentious Agreement on
Agriculture without first correcting the gross
imbalance that has been brought about by the rich
and industrialised countries through the subsidy
entitlements.

The entitlement relation 'connects one set of
ownerships to another through certain rules of
legitimacy'. The crux of Sen's theory of famines is
that fairly rapid changes in the economy (especially
the agricultural sector) plunge certain of the poorer
vulnerable groups in a society into an exchange
entitlement situation characterised by insufficient
purchasing power to buy enough food. This can
happen by the collapse of a person's endowment
through loss of production in events of cheaper
imports thereby increasing the vulnerability of the
poorer groups in society.

The loss of livelihoods resulting from an import surge

or the collapse of the farm prices as a result of huge

subsidies being paid to agriculture in one part of the

world also affects the entitlements of those who have
to grow and also purchase food. If I may be allowed

to interpret the theory in the context of international

trade in agriculture, the subsidy entitlement of one

class of producers (in Europe) affects another

farmer's exchange entitlement in the developing

countries thereby exposing the later to hunger and

starvation. ?

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
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We Are Not Alone

Asia

Thai airline workers rally against restructure

More than 300 Thai Airways (THAI) employees

rallied outside the company’s Bangkok headquarters

in the last week of February 2005 to protest the

government’s decision to turnover four key routes to

Thai AirAsia. Thai AirAsia is half-owned by Shin

Corp, Prime Minister Thaksin Shinawatra’s family

company.

THAI workers were also opposing the airline’s recent

decision to use Siam Rachathanee Co Ltd to recruit

509 casual staff on its behalf. A THAI director

declared that, “outsourcing helps us cut costs”.

The workers are also demanding to know why a pay

rise already approved by Cabinet has not yet been

authorised by the airline.

Rail workers strike for pay increase

More than 8,000 railway workers in Sri Lanka went

on strike over an eight-point log of claims on February

20. Engine and shunting drivers, technologists and their

assistants, shunters, points-men and signalers were

involved. The main demands are for a 2,500-rupee

wage increase promised in the government’s budget

and payment of three increments already due to

railway workers.

The strike halted almost all the 362 daily services

across the country, including the Colombo to Matara

line, which was previously put out of service by the

tsunami. Sri Lankan rail workers had repaired the

tsunami-damaged tracks within 58 days. The strike

ended on February 22, after the transport minister

promised to meet the pay increase and the increments.

Hunger strikers denied water by police cordon

More than 300 laid off health workers in Sri Lanka’s

Central province began a sit-down hunger strike

outside the health ministry in Kandy on February 16

to demand reinstatement. Six workers climbed to the

roof of the ministry on February 18 and began a fast-

until-death campaign. Their condition rapidly

worsened after the police cordoned off the premises

and prevented hunger strike supporters providing the

protestors with water. The sacked workers were

recruited on a contract basis by the former

government.

Salt workers strike for cost-of-living increase

About 750 salt-industry workers in Tuticorin in the

south Indian state of Tamil Nadu went on strike on

February 22 for a pay rise. Their current salaries do

not meet the basic cost of living index.

Tuticorin salt workers suffer many occupational

illnesses and disabilities, including sight impairment

and blindness caused by sun reflection on the salt

crystals. They are also afflicted with painful skin ulcers

and stomach problems. Because the saltpans are only

open for eight months a year many workers have to

borrow money from local moneylenders to survive

and are charged 10 percent interest per month.

Indian communication workers demand pay and

promotions

Executive-level employees at the state-owned

telecommunications company Bharat Sanchar Nigam

Ltd (BSNL) launched a nationwide protest on

February 22 over the non-implementation of pay

scales and promotions already agreed to by the

company.

BSNL executive employees at Kochi, in the south

Indian state of Kerala, protested outside a senior

manager’s office. Speakers at the rally said that

promotions promised in 2000 had not been

implemented. Around 300 BSNL executives

demonstrated in front of the BSNL office in Salem,

Tamil Nadu.

Australia and New Zealand

Plastics workers fight for entitlements

Families and supporters of 110 workers from ABM

Plastics picketed the company’s Braeside plant, 26

kilometres southeast of Melbourne. Employees went

on strike three weeks ago after the company was

placed in receivership owing an estimated $2.7 million

in holiday pay, long-service leave, superannuation and

redundancy pay.

Workers blocked the removal of equipment until the

Federal Court ordered them to end the protest. Police

are now expected to break up the current picket.

Much of ABM’s assets have already been sold off

to other companies, such as Acor Fibre Packaging.

The receiver Grant Thomson told the Australian

Manufacturing Workers Union that the company’s

owner, Abe Waisman, had sold the buildings and land

at Braeside some time ago for $30 million.

ABM’s accountant Martin Cox has confirmed that

the company owed about $10.5 million to GE Finance

and had other smaller debts. Waisman, who is a

director or secretary of more than 10 other companies,

is reportedly financing another plastics venture to be

named ABM Sealpak across the road from the old

plant.

Bus drivers demand continuity of employment

About 600 bus drivers at Serco went on strike in

second week of February 2005 because the company

has not renewed any contracts in the Adelaide
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metropolitan area. Rival bus companies, Torrens

Transit and SouthLink, will be taking over the bus

routes in April.

The SERCO drivers are demanding guaranteed

continuity of employment after South Australia’s

Transport Minister Trish White said that they would

have to apply for jobs with the new companies. A

union spokesman condemned White for her “ham-

fisted attitude” saying that SERCO drivers demand

to know “that their jobs are not at risk”.

Torrens Transit managing director Neil Smith will

begin meeting Serco employees next week but would

only say: “It’s highly likely most of the people there

will be offered a job, either with ourselves or

SouthLink.”

Europe

College lecturers strike 42 colleges in England

in pay dispute

College lecturers at 42 further education colleges in

England held a 24-hour strike on February 24 in a

dispute over pay. The industrial action was called

following the Association of Colleges’ refusal to

implement a nationally agreed pay deal worth an

average of 8 percent.

The action was called by the lecturers’ trade union,

Natfhe, which said negotiations at 21 other colleges

had been successful. Stoppages by lecturers at five

other colleges are due to begin on March 1 and the

union announced that further action might follow.

The Association of Colleges chief executive John

Brennan blamed the problem on lack of government

funding. “Colleges receive at least 10 percent less

per student from the government than schools for

providing the same courses,” he said. “Fair funding

would allow colleges to pay their staff more and still

balance their books.”

Italian Alitalia flight attendants in contract

dispute

Alitalia flight attendants held a 24-hour strike on

February 21 in a dispute over the renewal of their

contracts. The strike forced the cancellation of 90

flights according to the Italian airline, including 28

domestic flights, 50 European flights and 12

intercontinental flights.The stoppage was organised

by one of the trade union confederations representing

Alitalia employees.

Alitalia, 62 percent owned by the Italian treasury

ministry, is in the midst of restructuring plans under

which it plans to shed 3,700 jobs and separate its

ground service operations from its flight business. Last

week the airline announced that its operating loss

before interest and taxes was 88.7 million euros

($US115.02 million) in the last three months of 2004.

Ground staff strike at Paris airport

Ground staff at Orly airport, Paris, began strike action

on February 18 to protest against the suspension of a

ground agent who had been held responsible for the

accidental death of a stewardess. The flight attendant

fell from the top of a mobile stairway while passengers

were disembarking from a plane on February 1.

Last week Air France management suspended a

tarmac worker at the airport pending a police

investigation. The Confédération Générale du Travail

(CGT) trade union said Air France management had

“chosen the guilty person while the law had still not

completed its enquiries.”

Consequently, 80 percent of ground staff voted to

strike beginning February 18. The action, which

grounded up to 65 percent of flights, lasted until

February 22 and ended without the demands of the

workers to reinstate the tarmac worker being fulfilled.

Minister of Transport Gilles de Robien condemned

the strike and said that it was illegal. The company

also used strikebreakers in an attempt to weaken the

industrial action.

Maltese postal staff work strike in health and

safety dispute

On February 21, several Maltapost workers took strike

action following a dispute between the Union

Haddiema Maghqudin (UHM) and the company’s

management. The industrial action was called

following complaints that the staff, who organise

postal deliveries, were working with tools deemed a

threat to health and safety regulations by the UHM.

Middle East

Baghdad hotel workers stage strike

Some 400 hundred workers took strike action at one

of Baghdad’s main hotels on February 20. The Public

Service Workers Union committee, which is affiliated

to the Iraqi Federation of Trade Unions, representing

staff at the Palestine Hotel called for strike action

after negotiations with the hotel management for a

wage increase broke down.

Employees said that they would continue their strike

until their demands are fully met. Workers at the

nearby Sheraton Baghdad Hotel recently staged a

successful strike in which they won a slight wage

increase and better working conditions.

Africa

Nigerian doctors resume indefinite strike action

Doctors at the Lagos University Teaching Hospital

(LUTH) resumed indefinite strike action on February

15 over the non-payment of salary arrears and other

entitlements. They were previously on strike from

mid-December until the end of January, when the
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action was called off after promises were made to

address their grievances.

At an emergency general meeting the doctors, who

are members of the Association of Resident Doctors

(ARD), unanimously agreed to renew their industrial

action, because of hospital management’s failure to

make good its promises.

According to Daily Champion, LUTH’s chief medical

officer Professor Tolu Odukoya attempted to prevent

the strike by telling the doctors that the cheque for

payment of their arrears was forwarded to the bank

on February 17 and would be cleared within days.

Three-day warning strike by Nigerian university

lecturers

Members of the Academic Staff Union of Universities

(ASUU) in Nigeria began a three-day warning strike

on February 23.

The action is in protest against the federal

government’s failure to honour the 2001 ASUU/FGN

Agreement, the sacking of 44 lecturers from the

University of Ilorin in the Kwara region, and the

“unjust discriminatory” seizure of ASUU members’

salaries since 2003-2004.

Canada

Workers protest demolition of pulp mill

The demolition of the pulp mill in Miramichi, New

Brunswick scheduled for last week has been held up

because of a protest by over 500 workers who

blocked all five of the facility’s gates. The workers,

represented by Local 689 of the Communications,

Energy and Paperworkers Union of Canada (CEP),

have been on strike since December 16 fighting the

announced shutdown of the mill by Finnish-based

UPM-Kymmene Corporation. The closure will reduce

the company’s workforce from about 1,200 to 800.

UPM is carrying out restructuring in an effort to

increase profitability by moving to harvesting publicly-

owned forests in New Brunswick and transporting

the logs to more modern mills in Newfoundland or

the US.

Latin America

Lula battles the unions

Brazilian President Inacio Lula da Silva is proposing

a labor reform law that would reduce the power of

the unions. This represents a reversal from Lula’s

previous stance and puts him in opposition to his own

Workers Party (PT).

The draft law, which will be sent to the legislature on

March 2, would lower the number of union federations

from 12 to 3 and tighten requisites to strike. The law

would also make it more difficult for one union to

represent all the workers in an industry.

Lula was elected on a left-populist platform, promising

a break with Brazil’s subservience to big business

and the International Monetary Fund. Since his

election, he has steadily moved to the right, adopting

a pro-big-business program. Consequently, his

popularity has fallen from 66 percent in January 2004

to less than 41 percent this January.

He supported economic policies to the right of the

previous government that combine tight money, high

rates of interest, and strict adherence to the demands

of the International Monetary Fund to pay off Brazil’s

US$250 billion debt. So far, those policies have proven

disastrous for Brazil, deepening a recession; economic

growth is near zero; unemployment is higher than 12

percent; and real wages have fallen by 27 percent.

Lula continues to defend his course and helped expel

from the PT parliamentary critics who accuse him of

betraying the party’s program and the Brazilian

people.

United States

Construction workers demonstrate in wake of

injury

Around 100 construction workers demonstrated at

the construction site of a hotel in Knoxville, Tennessee,

February 11, demanding safer working conditions. On

February 1, Frank Potter, who worked for B&M Steel,

fell 30 feet while working near the edge of the hotel’s

top floor. Potter survived the fall but broke six bones

on his face.

Workers say that handrails and temporary supports

were removed from the site two hours too early. After

Potter’s fall, they were put back again. General

contractor McMurry Construction has declared the

subcontractor was at fault. But demonstrators are

angry over eroding safety conditions. “We’d like all

general contractors to stand up to the plate and put

safety first no matter what the job is,” said one

protester to 6 News.


